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PREFACE
The present study should prove interesting to scholars
interested in eighteenth-century Shakespearean criticism.
A survey of the thirty years included in this index provides
a useful study of the critical background to the period in
which Samuel Johnson was writing his edition of Shakespeare.
Because this study was not intended to include the period of
Samuel JOhnson's greatest influence upon Shakespearean study,
the present author thought it best to limit the index to
thirty years.

~e

noting of the changes which occurred in

Shakespearean criticism and of the clues provided for further
study in this area has made the construction of the index
even more interesting than was originally anticipated.
The spelling of various names has changed since the
eighteenth century.

William Shakespeare and Ben Jonson are

the two most frequently mentioned names which needed a uniform
spelling in this index.

Unless these two names appear in

titles or quotations, the spelling of their names has been
modernized.

Spenser's name also, because of the number of

references, has been modernized except when in quotations.
The names of others, such as Lyly, whose name sometimes
appears as "Lilly," are spelled both in quotations and in
the summaries of the articles as they appeared in the
Gentleman's Magazine.

iv
Occasionally, the spelling of the titles of plays varied
from that used in the Hardin Craig edition.

For example,

Love' sLabour 's,Lost was printed in the Gentleman IS Ha;;3.zine
as Love's Labour Lost.

In such cases, the

s~~aries

have

retained the spelling of the magazine.
The authors of the articles in the magazine frequently
signed their names, although the names they gave were often
fictitious.

The names of the authors, if given, may be

found in parentheses after the title and page nlliuber of the
article.
The Hardin Craig edition, 1961, was used to indicate
the sources of the quotations from Shakespeare which occur
in the Gentleman's Magazine.
The page numbers assigned to the articles from the
Gentleman's Magazine in this index are only those pages
on which the reference to Shakespeare is made or from which
a direct quotation has been used in the summaries.

Often

the article itself actually includes more pages.
To Dr. Charles E. Walton, Department of English,
Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia, I owe my gratitude
for his constant encouragement and helpful advice.

I also

wish to express my appreciation to Dr. June J. Morgan,
Department of English, Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia,
for her assistance as second reader of this thesis, and to

v

Mrs. Mildred Myers, Periodicals Librarian, William Allen
White Library, Kansas State Teachers College, Emporia,
and her staff for their kind assistance in the compilation
of this index.
August 15, 1967
Emporia, Kansas

p. L. B.
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APPENDIX

SHAKESPEARE IN EIGHTEENTH CENTURY PUBLICATIONS AND TH~ATRE
AS RECORDED IN THE GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE (1731-1760)

A study of the references made to Shakespeare in the
Gentlemen's Magazine from 1731-1760 reveals changes which
occurred in the eighteenth-century attitude toward Shake
spearean study.

Each month during these years, the

Gentleman's Magazine prints a list of English pUblications.
From these lists is derived the following compilation of
the major editions and critical works on Shakespeare
appearing between 1731 and 1760:
January, 1734

Shakespeare1s Plays,
7 vols., Theobald

April, 174.5

Miscellaneous Obser
vations on Macbeth

May, 174.5

The \vorks of Shake

"8"P"ea~oauthor

is

given~

April, 1746

Critical Observations
on Macbeth

May, 1747

Works of Shakespeare.
Warburton and Pope.

January, 1748

Enquiry ~ ~ Learning
of Shakespeare. Peter
Whalley.

April, 1748

Supplement to Warburton's
edi tion.

January, 17.52

A new em tion of Shake
speare's works:

January, 17.52

Miscellaneous Obser
vations 2a Hamlet.

2

March, 1752

The Beauties of Shake
speare, Dodd.

May, 1753

Sh~~espeare Illustrated.
Vols. 1 and 2.

February, 1754

Shakespeare Illustrated.
Vol. 3.

May, 1754

Critical • • • notes on
Shakespeare, Grey.

Although all of these English publications are noted in the
regular "Books Published" section that appears in the
Gentleman's Magazine, only some of them receive further
critical attention in the

maga~ine

by its correspondents.

Prior to the appearance of Theobald's edition in 1734,
most notices concerning Shakespeare take the form merely of
brief references to his name; i.e., he is quoted or mentioned
by example or reference.

Actually, the earliest attempt at

the writing of Shakespearean criticism occurs in the June,

1732, issue,in which an anonymous reviewer of an article
which originally had appeared in Applebee's Journal states
that Shakespeare was "justly censur1d" because of his
irregularity of form and content, yet the reviewer hastens
to add that Shakespeare's plays still " • . • boast the noblest
Sentiments,

and~r~

best adapted to the Speakers. • • • II

Theobald1s seven volume edition is the first suCh collection
to appear during the time span encompassed in this index.
The magazine first notes Theobald's edition 'in the

3
March~

1734,

issue~

been announced.

two months after its publication had

However, the March critic discusses only

the general approach of so-called tlli teral criticism. II
Later references to the Theobald edition usually involve
discussions of possible textual emendations which the
critics are now advocating.

However~

none of the critics

of Theobald's edition are antagonistic to his major textual
interpretation of Shakespeare's plays.
The next critical reference to Shakespeare occurs in
the May,

l739~

issue~

in Which a correspondent suggests

that Shakespeare was influenced by national emergencies
in the writing of Henry V and Julius Caesar.
Although Upton's Critical Observations Qll Shakespeare
is recorded in the Gentleman's MagaZine as having been
pUblished in April, 1746, it is not until one year later
that the work is alluded to in the magazine in an article
in which an anonymous contributor, who signs himself as
"Ruricola", suggests an emendation for Antony .§;lli! Cleopatra
that is at variance with the suggestions made by Upton
and Theobald.
The Warburton and Pope edition of Shakespeare, published
in May, 1747, receives the most attention of any of the
editions mentioned in the magazine.

A.contributo~T. P.~

gives his own views in comparison with Warburton's in two

4
articles contained in the June and August, 1750, issues.
Several correspondents also charge Warburton with having
added too many notes to the plays in his edition of the
works.

Even Pope, in his will, alluded to Warburton's

practice of making copious notes, when the former left
to 1v'arburton all of the works of his

II.

•

.as he hath

written or shall write commentaries or notes upon. 1I

A

sonnet written in 1751 on Pope's unusual legacy declares
that the burdensome notes of Warburton on Shakespeare
will cause the latter either to sink into oblivion or
carry the burden of these notes, forever.

Warburton

believed that Shakespeare had rewritten I Henry

lY

to

replace Oldcastle with Falstaff and had inadvertently left
in the line, liMy old lad of the castle. 1I

P. T., a corres

pondent of 1752, contributes a long argument to the
magazine in which he strikes out against Warburton's
assumption.

All other references to the Warburton-Pope

edition either suggest emendations or refer specifically
to quotations from the edition.
Peter Whalley's Enquiry into

~

Learning of Shakespeare,

the publication of which is noted in the magazine in 1748,
is the first such critical work to receive much attention.
In the January, 1748, issue, the editor of the magazine
assigns three pages to a review of Whalley's study.

In

5
March of the same year, another article, "Remarks on
Shakespear's Plays," is devoted to Whalley's work.

1748, Warburton pUblished a supplement to

In April,

his edition, which is noted in the journal.

In November

and December of the same year, two articles discussing
Otway's The Orphan pay particular attention to Shakespeare's
moral teachings, emphasizing his ability to show the innate
goodness in men and women.

Because Otway was a "novice in

his art," the au:t;hor of the article claims that Ot't'1aY could
not portray virtue in his characters as well as could
Shakespeare, who was much the more skilled in dramatic art.
In its monthly listings of books published, the
Gentleman's Magazine records three English publications
for

1752, concerned with Shakespearean criticism:

!~

edition of Shakespeare and Miscellaneous Observations ££
the Tragedy of Hamlet, pUblished in January; and Dodd's
The Beauties

2£

Shakespeare, published in March.

In the

months following, however, these three publications do
not generate any great amount of critical discussion in
the magazine.
King

~

and

1752, issue,

In the June and October,

1

Henry !y are discussed at length.

The

June article is concerned with the history of the Lear
story and contains a discussion of Shakespeare's handling
of this drama.

The October article on

~

Henry !y refutes

6

the argument that Shakespeare substituted Falstaff for
Oldcastle in the play.
The first two volumes of Shakespeare Illustrated, the
most complete source study of' Shakespeare's plays to appear
within the thirty years included in this survey, is recorded
as having been published in February,

1754.

The Gentleman's

Magazine here, publishes the table of contents to Shake
speare Illustrated and in one article, reviews the source
of Romeo and Juliet as it is presented in the new publication.
Furthermore, it announces that in this study, now available
to the public, the novel, play, or history from which
twenty-two of Shakespeare's plays were derived are reprinted
with parallels and differences noted between sources and plays.
Even such a work as this important one generated only four
articles in the Gentleman's Magazine,in the following two
years.

In the thirty years covered by this present study, five
editions and seven critical works on Shakespeare appeared
in English publication.

Judging from the critical attitudes

revealed in the articles which .appeared in the Gentleman's
Magazine with respect to these pUblications, one concludes
that the major interest in Shakespeare during this time was
not so much that which was concerned with editions and
critical works, as it was that related to the performance

7
of these dramas.

For example, an article in the magazine

in 1742 first mentions the beginnings of David Garrick's
career, adding that Garrick first performed in 1741 at
Goodman's Field Theatre.

An article appearing in the

May, 1743, issue, alludes to his acting in a highly
complimentary manner and is the first of several articles
and poems which flatter the actor.

These references in the

Gentleman's Magazine definitely imply that Garrick was a
favorite actor of the day.

In fact, in a

1754 listing of

the performances at Drury Lane Theatre, one discovers that
a note, "without Garrick," is added to the note on Coriolanus,
apparently because it was more important to recognize
Garrick's absence than to celebrate another actor's presence.
In

1749, at the time of Garrick's marriage, the magazine

prints a poem referring to the event as TIthe talk of the
town. II

There is evidence, also, to indicate that Garrick

must have tried to improve upon the quality of theatrical
performances in his day.

For example, in a prologue

written for the opening of the Drury Lane Theatre, 1750,
and printed in the Gentleman's Magazine, Garrick notes that,
although the theatre is saqred to Shakespeare and although
actors prefer good plays, it is the audience, in the final
analysis, that actually decides what is to be performed.
One learns that on Lord Mayor's Day, November, 1752, Garrick

8
refused to follow tradition by presenting the annual plaYI
London Cuckolds, in an attempt to improve theatrical
offerings.

He also ridiculed the practice currently on

exhibition at the Covent Garden Theatre of presenting acts
borrowed from English fairs and from Sadlers Wells.
There are articles, however, in the Gentleman's Magazine
which demonstrate some interest in the theatre before the
time of Garrick.

For example, in 1736, an lIAccount of

Theatrical Performances ll is included in the April issue of
the magazine, revealing that, of 107 performances in three
London theatres during March and April of that year,
eleven are plays written by Shakespeare.

This list, however l

does not appear again in the magazine until 1749, after
which time it is printed regularly until January, 1755.
These lists show that the percentage of Shakespearean
plays performed is noticeably higher for these years than
the percentage of Shakespearean plays presented in 1736.
For example, the first list, which records performances
for Drury Lane Theatre during September through December,

1749, cites 89 performances during the periodl 24 of which
are the works of Shakespeare.

For Covent Garden, the list

cites 86 performances for -the same time span l 18 of which
are plays of Shakespeare.
One notes that, during the thirty years included

9
in this present study, the major contributions to Shake
spearean criticism which appeared in English publications
were written during ten years, 1745 and 1755.

Furthermore,

the Gentleman's Magazine printed most of its truly critical
articles on Shakespeare during this same period of time.
The lists of theatrical performances, which (as was mentioned
before) reveal a definite interest in Shakespearean plays,
were printed in the magazine between 1749 and 1755.

~LUS,

one concludes that these ten years, 1745 to 1755, were the
most productive regarding Shakespearean criticism, out of
the total of thirty included in this

inde~

After 1755, an interest in Shakespearean study seems to
have waned, since no critical works are mentioned as appearing
in English publications between 1755 and 1760j at least,
none is recorded as having been published, as far as the
reviews in the Gentleman's Magazine are concerned.

An

interest in the exact interpretations of Shakespeare is
forgotten in favor, now, of adaptations of his plays.
example, the magazine notes that in February, 1755,
Fairies, an adaptation of

For

~

! Midsummer Night's Dream, was

presented at Drury Lane Theatre.

In Garrick's prologue

to the opera, he refers to the current taste for foreign
music.

Either this opera marks a trend toward altering

Shakespeare's plays, or the trend was an earlier movement,

10
but it is not observed earlier in the magazine with
reference to Shakespeare's plays.

One learns that by

February, 1759, The Winter1s Tale, The Tempest, and
Cymbeline have also been altered.

A comedy of three acts

entitled Catherine and Pettrucia, "alter'd from Shake
spear,1l appears in English publication in February, 1756,
and was probably taken from The Taming

2f. the Shrew.

The

trend in Shakespearean study in the last five years of
this index seems to be away from a critical approach to
Shakespeare to an emphasis upon "modern" or contemporary
adaptations.
Since the Gentleman's Magazine is a means of detecting
public interest, one concludes that, prior to Johnson's
edition, there was constructive scholarship being produced
in the field of Shakespeare, especially in the ten years
between 1745 and 1755, but that this scholarship did not
attract the attention of a great many individuals.

The

theatre, instead, seems to have attracted the most
attention, rather than editions or critical works on
Shakespeare.
This index reveals many valuable clues to eighteenth
century interpretations, emendations, and criticisms of
Shakespeare.

In addition, this information concerned with

the staging and performing of Shakespeare's plays enables

11
one to study, to a certain degree, the actors, actresses,
and plays or the day.

Because the Gentleman's Magazine

contains such information, scholars are encouraged to
undertake similar studies or other English magazines
contemporary with this journal.

For example, the London

Nagazine, published from 1732 to 1785 by a

lIpo~verful

association of booksellers, III ~vas the strongest rival or
the Gentleman's Magazine for many years.

Because The

London }mgazine was an imitation or the Gentleman's Magazine
and because the former also had competent contributors,
an index of the references made to Shakespeare in The London
Magazine would probably prove to be similarly rewarding.

lWalter Graham, English Literary Periodicals, p. 162.

VOLlJ11E I

1731
A.

p.

56, February.

on Taste in General. 1I
Register, February 1 , No:-43.
IIAn

Essa

Heekly

The loss of taste of the times is deplorable.
liThe gaming-table, and the royal diversion at New-market,
are the ambition of the majority; and the rest prefer
Senesino to Shakespear, as the highest proof of modern
politeness. II
B.

p. 72, February.

Session of the Poets, for the
year 1730.
The Universal Spectator, Saturday,
February 6, No. 122.
lIA nel..J'

11

The Goddess Dullness picks the laureate and says
of her choice, C----y.' liTo plunder from Shakespear, or
Fletch?.,r he 1 s free. • • • II
C.

p.

153, April.

1l Of Tas te in Plays. 11
Spectator, April 10, No. 131.

~

Good taste is lacking in these times.

Universal
IIShakespeare

and Johnson are the only two dramatic Writers who have
not been equall'd, at least excell'd, by any since their
Times. 11

Shakespeare excell d in the marvellous
'
Boldness of his Invention, and the admirable Energy of
11 • •

•

his Expression. • • • 11
D.

Pp. 207-208, May. "Sir John Falstaff, in the Shades,
to the Modern Patriots. 11 Heekly Register, 11ay 29,
No.~.

13
(1731 )
Shakespeare's character, Falstaff, may be compared
to the "mo dern Pretenders to patriotism."

Some of the

similarities are loving to fish in troubled waters and
finding fault

II

r ight or wrong. II

The modern patriots

should remember that the fate of Falstaff, who was
forgotten when Prince Hal became king, might become
the fate of the modern
Lines quoted:

E.

p. 238, June.

1.~pa triots.

11

I Henry IV. I. ii. 25-33. (Falstaff)
I. ii. 64-70. (Falstaff)
Some of the rest of I. ii. is para
phrased.

Craftsman, June 5, No. 257.

A certain gentleman had an aversion to the name
Robin.

In explaining the feeling, he gave as one reason

that Robin goodfellow was such a "notorious lyer" that
Shakespeare in Macbeth had Hecate say, "Lyar Robin • • • • "
Line quoted:

F.

Unknown edition.

Pp. 245-246, June. "Reflections Q!1 the Latin Notto
placed in the Front of the Craftsmans I 'Vlorks. II
The Craftsman, June 19, No. 259.
A corrupt official of Sicily may be compared to
John Falstaff.

~ee also the article for Nay, 1731,

for a similar comparisonJ
G.

P. 246, June.

Fog's Journal, June 19, No. 137.

It is regrettable that contemporary plays are

""j

,I,

.L .....

(1731 )
usually about Love.

Shakespeare realized that ambition

and pUblic spirit were more noble subjects than love,
although Shakespeare had a genius for portraying love,
as shown by Romeo and Juliet.
H.

~

Great Hen. t1

'E.'l.e

There are several modes of political satire.

One

P. 296, July. liThe Art of Railing
Free Briton, Thursday, July 22.

is the "ironical or mock panegyrick," and the funeral
sermon of Anthony in Julius Caesar may be cited as

~~

example.
Lines quoted:

I.

Julius Caesar. III. ii. 155-157.
(Anthony)

p. 493, November. "The Nodern Poets; In Allusion to
Horace, Sat. x. Bool{ I. ~.§;, YoungGentleman of
Cambridge:-""
Modern poets should try to write well and to make
their verses suit the emotion they are trying to express,
much as Shakespeare did.

VOLUHE I I

1732
A.

p. 565, January.

Fog's Journal, January 15, No. 167.

The Merchant of Venice is alluded to by plot but
not by name.

The dilemraa of Shylock, whom the autnor

merely calls lithe Jew in the Play,1I is compared to a
contemporary problem concerning the actions of
lIl'1inisters of State. 1I
B.

p. 566, January. "On the Regulation of the Stage.
Read's Journal, Saturday, January 15.
Because drama can be so useful in instruction by
pleasant means, and because

~he

Athenians even put the

care of their drama in the Legislature, England should
make better provisions to secure the IIHonour of the
Stage."

The players have become the HHeads of Dramatical

Learning," and IIFarce and Pantomimes have taken Place
of Shakespear and Otway.1I

c.

p. 643, Harch. "Of Punning. 1I Universal Spectator,
Haren 4, No. 170. (Joseph Punsibi)
Although puns were considered a low form of wit in

1732, the last century was fond of the pun.

A man must

have a IIMagazine of Hords and Etymologies ll in order to
pun well.

Shakespeare is a good example of such a man.

16
(1732)
D.

P. 741, :Hay. "A Description of Sc~rborougb.." The
Universal Spectator, May 6, No. 184.
Lines from King Lear describe the cliffs on which
a castle is built.
Lines quoted:

E.

King~.

IV. vi. 12-24. (Edgar)

pp. 786-787, June. "~Critigue.Qll English Poets. ll
Applebee's Journal, June 3.
Although Shakespeare was "justly censur1d ll by
Rymer and although Shakespeare's tragedies are
"irregular in Form and Content,lI the plays still
" • • •boast the noblest Sentiments, and [ar~ best
adapted to the Speakers • • . • 11

All the authors

of that age frequently crowded their works with
redundancies of the same sentiments.
F.

P. 902, August. liThe Useful and Pleasant, the ~
Nethod of Writing. 1I Universal Spectator, August 12,
No. 201.

The usefulness of writing should be combined with
pleasantness.

Punning, so popular in King James's

reign, IIcorruptedll the geniuses of Shakespeare, Ben
Jonson, and Beaumont and Fletcher.
G.

p. 917, August. llDu}y of ~ Good Subject. 1I
Journal, August 20 1 No. 199.

Fog's

The duty of a good subject is not only to love his
country but to serve it by accepting positions l Hhenev.er

17
(1732 )
possible, in which he can Hork for his nation.

If a

station is not obtained, one should still serve the
country by his action.

Several lines from Julius

Caesar support this belief.
Lines quoted:

H.

Julius Caesar. I. ii. 140-141 and
I. iii. 103-106. (Cassius)
Given as one speech.

p. 965, September. "Of 110desty."
September 23, No. 207.

Universal Spectator,

The loss of modesty is seen in these times,
although modesty should be one of the virtues and one
of the most "durable Beauties."
toward lewdness in literature.

Chaucer began a trend
Others, including

Shakespeare, have followed "too closely" afterwards.
I.

p. 1028, October, 1732.

liThe Monthly Intelligencer."

A new Theatre in Goofunanfs-Field was opened
October 2, 1732, with the presentation of King Henry IV.
The bust of Shakespeare was among others in the theatre,
and paintings, including scenes·from Julius Caesar,
were used as decorations.
J.

p. 1104, December. "On Play-vTriting."
Spectator, December-9, No. 218.

Universal

The contemporary playwrights should study the
Greek dramatists and critics and then the Italian

~

-:,

1. ,..j

(1732)
theatre.

"Our Hriters Hho have of,late attempted

Tragedy, want both Art and Genius, since either of
these would make a tolerable Play.

As for example,

the Earl of Essex without Poetry, and most of Shakes
pearls without a Plot."

VOLUNE III

1733
A.

Pp. 67-68, February. llCur in T.aeatrum Cato severe
venisti?ll The Auditor, February 6, No.9.
Comments are made upon the ability of two actors,
Mr. Hallalll and Mr. \rlilks, to play Hamlet.

There is

also a discussion of which actors best play Laertes
and Horatio.

The play was performed at Drury Lane

Thea tree
B.

p. 114, March.

~

Auditor, March 2.

Some people excuse vice in the rich, but condemn
the Sallle sin in the poor who might be more pressed to
sin than the rich.

One should be gentle with the

unfortunate and IIbe ,just, but not severe .. II

Shakespeare

showed pity when, in Hamlet, the ghost urged his son
not to hurt the Queen.
Lines quoted:

Hamlet. I. v .. 84-86 and III. iv.

113 (Ghost) [Given as one speech
in the article.]

C.

p. 120, March. llThe Tragedy 2f. Caelia Criticis 1 d. 1I
Grubstreet Journal, March b, No. 167.
The play, Caelia, is held to be one of the better
plays of the season, although it does not have that
IItruly Poetical ll diction which would have made it
memorable.

liThe Efficacy of Poetry is such that it

2.0

(1733 )
forces itself on the Mind, whether,any useful Doctrine
is conveyed in it or not. 1I

A line from Shakespearefs

Othello which has remained memorized for years is an
example.
Line quoted:
D.

Othello. II. iii. 290-292. (Cassio)

p. 286, June. nOf the Management of the Stage. 1I
Grubstreet Journal, June 7, No. 180. (Musaeus)
The English stage has formerly been well managed
because it has been managed by people who were qualified
to jUdge good and bad plays.

Some of the better authors

have also been actors, Shakespeare among them.
same is not necessarily true now.

The

VOLl.J1'JIE IV

1734
A.

Pp.

5-6, January. "On Discoursing £;y, Signs."
Newcastle Courant, January 5.
Because of the "Inconveniences that arise in

Conversation from the Abuse of \vords," perhaps con
versation should be carried on by signs and gestures,
which would be more accurate.

Shakespeare's Henry IV

may be quoted to show the power of an

e~ression

over

words. [The article gives the quotation as from
"Henry §.II., but is in errorJ
Lines quoted:

B.

p.

II Henry IV. I. i.
of Northumberland)

69-75. (Earl

56, January. "Register of Books publishtd in
January, 1734.
11

IlShakespear',s Plays, 7 Volumes with Notes
Explanatory and Critical by Hr. Theobald."
C.

p. 92, February. IIModern Taste." Universal Spectator,
February 23, No. 281. (Eucrates)
The contemporary theatre is not providing diversions
which improve the mind.

Good

\~iters

are not lacking.

Shakespeare's plays draw smaller audiences than a giant
currently appearing at a theatre.

The public seems to

demand the current plays and acts and the management of
the theatres must satisfy the demands.

22

(1734)
D.

p. 135, Harch.

llOn Li teral Criticism. II
Journal, March-r4, No. 220.

Grub-street
---

The literal critic, such as Theobald on

Sh~{e-

speare, is not a judge, as the Greek word for Critic
signifies, but only a IINomenclaturist ll or a lICom.mentator. ll
He is busy "examining Phrases,"and "carping at Language ll
rather than considering the merits of the whole work.

A selection from a poem expresses the same view.
critics also act as if the authors

l

The

works, once criti

cized by them, become their own by calling them such

.

names as lITheobald 1s Shakespeare."
E.

p. 145, March.

No. 403.

liOn Screens. 1I
--

The Craf'tsman, :V.larch 23,


A certain type of State Minister is briefly
compared to Sir John Falstaff.

F.

p. 158, 1'1a.rch.
Stacie."

lIPrologue to Fatal Falsehood.

~

J.

The Poetical Muse has been neglected in England.
One may only hope that the decline in the theatre does
not indicate a similar decline in England1s greatness.
G.

p. 593, November. "On Mr. Stevens the new Actor, etc."
Grub-street Journal,Octobe.r 31, November 7 and 14.
(Some-Body)
The town is to be congratulated on the appearance
of a new actor, Mr. Stevens, at Covent-Garden Tneatre.·

23
(1734)
The acting of the Laureate misinterprets the rolos of
Iago and Richard III.

Mr. Quin, another actor, speaks

each role which he plays in the same monotone.
"Answer to the foregoing" (Outis)
\Vhen Some-Body said his remarks are ltinvidious,"
yet "just," he was doing the same thing that Ben
Johnson would have done to Shakespeare, "upon that line
in Julius Caesar, 'Know, Caesar
just Cause.

~

not wrong without

,II

The criticism of Mr. Quin was just.

The criticism

of Mr. Cibber was not correct and the praise of Mr.
Stevens is a little too enthusiastic.
Line quoted:

Julius caesar. 111.1. 47. (Caesar)

(Phio-Stephanus)
The first letter is irony.
H.

p. 603, November.

The Promnter, November 12, No.1. (B.)

The source of the journal's name is theatrical.
The journal will "prompt" the public whenever something
appears to be wrong.

At the beginning of the article,

two lines from As You

~

Lines quoted:

It are quoted.

As You Like It. II. vii. 139-140.
TJ"aques-r-- 

VOLUME V
1735
A.

4,

p. 9, January.· Fogt s Journal, January

No. 322.

The Statesman and the Patriot are not exactly the
same.

In discussing differences between statesmen

and

patriots and then the differences between good and bad
statesmen, Shakespeare is quote·d for support.
Lines quoted:
B.

p. 16, January.

No. 19.

Hamlet. IV. ii. 15-23. (Hamlet)

nOf Widows and Wives. 1f

The Promoter,

-----

A widow with ten children

C~Jnot

be excused for

having the same passion or desire as a young maiden.
Lines from Hamlet may be applied to a situation in
which a widow with ten children asked whyshe should
not, at her age, enjoy a courtship.
Lines quoted:

C.

p. 21, January.

Hamlet. III. iv. 82-85. (Hamlet)

The Prompter, No. 16.

An article on morality and its relativity to

situations begins with a quotation from Shakespeare.
Lines quoted:

D.

p.

24, January.
No. 328.

Measure for Measure. II. ii. 130
131. (Isabella)

Universal Spectator, January 18,

One of the finest pleasures derived from fine
poetry lies in its descriptions, and one of the most

25

(1735)
ravorite objects or description is Morning.

With

several others, Shakespeare's lines on morning are
given.
Hamlet. I. i. 166-167. (Horatio)

Lines quoted:
E.

P. 38, January.

The Prompter, No. 23.

A quotation rrom Shakespeare opens an article
condemning a play which the author considers an arrront
to the King.
Romeo and Juliet. I. v. 57-59.
(Tybalt)

Lines quoted:

F.

p. 59, February.

Weekly Oracle, n.d.

A question concerning the Welsh custom or wearing
Leek on st. David 1 s Day is answered by rererring to its
historical signiricance.

The reader is reminded or an

allusion to the custom in the rourth act or Shakespeare's
Henry V.
Lines quoted:
G.

Henry V. IV. iii. 20-67. (King Henry)

pp. 119-120, March.

"Th~ Political Thier."
Journal, March 1, No. 330.

Fog's

\Vb.ile writing or the "political thier," the author
lists various kinds or dogs which Shakespeare has compared
to several kinds or men.
Lines quoted:

King~.

III. vi. 69-76. (Edgar)

26
(1735)
H.

P. 140, March.

T.h~ Pro~pter,

No. 36.

The practice or placing persons in prison ror
debts gratiries the desire for revenge or the creditor
more than anything else.

Lines from Henry VI open the

article.
Lines quoted:
I.

P. 493, August.

£

--

Henry VI.

-

IV. iii. 16-17. (Dick)

"A Tale of the Travellers."

-- ---------

While Fire, Water, and Reputation were discussing
where to find each other should one or them become lost,
Fire replied that he could be found in the pages of
several poets, including Shakespeare.
lost, is hardly ever found again.

Reputation, once

VOLUVlE VI
1736
A.

p. 46, January. liOn Poetry and Singing. 1I fA poem]
(By the author of the Verses to ~~. Bromely on
the University of Cambridge).
Verse is an everlasting pleasure, but singing is
only.a temporary one.

Verse "every passion

while singing charms only the ear.

.£.§:!1

excite,1I

The ladies of the

day make a mistake by preferring singing to the verses
of poets like Shakespeare.
B.

P. 234, April.
1736."

"Account of Theatrical Performances,

Drury Lane Theatre
Harch

4

Othello

11 King Henry IV, Part 2
20 Hamlet
No. of performances in month--20
No. of plays presented--16
April
1 King Henry IV, Part 2
16 Julius Caesar
No. of performances in month--15
No. of plays presented--15

28
(1736)
Covent Garden Theatre
March
13 Hamlet
18 Herry Hives
30 Othello
No. of performances in month--24
No. of plays presented--14
April
26 Macbeth
No. of performances in month--17
No. of plays presented--16
Goodmants Field Theatre
March
5 Timon of Athens
No. of performances in month--19
No. of plays presented--15
April
13 King

Hen~

No. of performances in month--12
No. of plays presented--12
C.

P. 255, May.

The Prompter, No. 157.

(Ignis Fatuus)

There was a consultation held by several English
authors on "that great Tragedy-writer, & grand Burlesquer

29
(1736)
of Holy Scripture, and Prompter. TT

The dead authors,

Shakespeare among them, met with the live authors for
the conference at the Half-way House of the River Styx
in Arcadia.

D.

Pp. 317-318, June.

The Prompter, No. 162.

The letter written in 1730 by

}~.

Spencer, a

Professor of Poetry at Oxford, gives an account of the
education of Stephen Duck, an author.

Among the books

that Mr. Duck read was a volume of Shakespeare containing
seven plays.

YW. Duck preferred Hamlet to Julius Caesar.

VOLUME VII

1737
A.

p. 185, March.

Daily Journal.

Although newspapers,

n.d.

pla~vrights,

and others

condemn stealing ideas from others, the practice of
it is

common~

even among those who complain.

For

example, playwrights use Shakespearets ideas even while
~~ey

B.

are talking of a copyright.

p. 284, May.

Weekly

ltiscellany~

In a new poem, Leonidas, by

May 6.
¥~.

(Muso-t~saeus)

Glover, some

similes are similar to those of Spenser, Shill{espeare,
¥ulton~

Homer, and Virgil.

After comparing a simile

of Spenser with one by l1r. Glover, one may decide
that lilt is highly to Spenserls Honour to have the
least distant Resemblance."

c.

p.

291~ May.
I1Huso-Musaeus to the Author of Leonidas. II
Weekly Miscellany, ~~y 20, No. 230. (Muso-Musaeus)

The new poem, Leonidas, is being offered at too
high a price.

It is not worth the same amount of

money as Popels poetry receives.

The honor of the nation

is at stake When we would offer Leonidas as Englandls
best poetry rather than that of poets such as Shake
speare, Spenser, Milton, and Pope.

31
(1737 )
D.

p.

430, July.

lILetter to Hr. DIAnvers for the Place
of Index Expurga torius!J or 8up ervi s or of Play s • II
Craftsman, July 2. (C.C.P.L.)

A letter paraphrased by C. C-bb-r says that old
plays, such as Shakespearers Life and Death of King
John and Richard II, have passages which allude to
liKings, Queens, Princes,
lI

~

Ministers of State ll and

are not no't'l fit • • • to be brought on the Stage"

because of the new act regulating the stage.

~~.

C-bb-r suggests himself as a candidate for the
regulator of plays.

E.

pp. 436-437, July. liOn the remarkable Craftsman of
July 2. tr Daily Gazet'ter, No. 636.
The Gazetter is incensed that the Craftsman uses
lines from plays to insult the King and to satirize him.
Lines quoted:

F.

p. 5.08, A1.$Ust.
Gil,. poemJ

(in g John. IV. ii. 208-209.
King John)

"Epitaph for the

~

Lord Lansdown. ll

The late Lord Lansdown did have poetical ability.
He was talented in several areas, including the refining
of llShakespear1s ore to gold. tr
G.

Pp.

558-559,

September. IIAuthority of Princes often
abused; Illustrated from §:. ~ 2£. Shakespeare. 11
Craftsman, September~ No. 5~5.

32
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It cannot be said that lla King can do no wrong, II
because there are too many

ex~np1es

sanctioned by law against kings.

or revolutions

Also,lf KinGs can

do no wrong, why are they bound by their oath to good
behavior?
~

The story of Shakespeare's play, Measure

Measure, is given as an example.
Lines quoted:

Measure for Measure. I. iv. 57-61.
(Lucio) 

VOLUNE VIII
1738
A.

Pp. 6-7, January.

liOn

Plays:

"V'lritten in the Year 1724. II

The writer or this rourteen-year-old article wishes
that the authors of his time had the art and the jUd&aent
to write good tragedies.

Universal reading is a necessary

study, but one should not read plays alone:

II

• • .part

or the 6th Iliad in Homer, will be or as much Use as a
Scene in Hamlet. II

Shakespeare should be imitated in

"the true Spirit and Manner or Thinking. 1I

B.

p.

25, January.

Commo~

Sense, December 31, No. 48. (R.S.)

In describing the late wire or

rator Henley,lI one

1I0

may say or her what l-Iacbeth said or his wife, IlShe should
ha ve died herearter. II

Line quoted:
C.

Macbeth. V. v. 17. (Macbeth)

P. 37, January. liar the Fool, or Jester at Court. 1I
Old Coramon Sense, No. 49.
There have been times when a Fool at Court, a
subtle philosopher who tells the King jokingly what
the people are thinking, has been or more use than
numerous petitions to move a King.

Shakespeare has

shown that the Fool is honest as well as being Il of
great Penetration. 1l

There seems to have been more use

ror a Fool than for a Poet Laureate, yet the latter
ofrice still remains.

34
(1738)
D.

p. 152, Marcil. liThe Public unjustly blamtd for vrant 2£.
Taste. J1 Universal SDecto.tor, f.'Iarch 25, N'O':1+~
The charge that the public does not have good taste
in plays is not true.

"Ladies of the first Qualityll have

given encouragement to both houses which have revived
Shakespeare's plays.

The Masgue of Comus by Milton,

"•• •a Pastoral kind of Poem" adapted to the stage
IIby di. vi ding it into Scenes

and~,

and introducing

some Vocal Husick,1I has also been Viell-received.
Taste of the

~

liThe

is not as yet so depraved as to admit

DQllness in Comedy for instructive Morality, nor
impertinent Folly for natural Humour. 1I

E.

pp. 294-295, June. liThe Hisery of ~ iEorant Old Age. lI
Universal Spectator, June 3, No. 50 •
Ignorance in old age is one of the saddest conditions
in Vihich a man can find himself, because knoViledge and
books are two of the best companions of old age.

An

intelligent, Viell-read older person can be happy in
meditation or interesting in conversation.

The ignorant

old man can be neither and is, therefore, much more
miserable.

Shakespeare described the intelligent, happy

old age of man in As You Lilce It.
Lines quoted:

As You Like It. II. i i i . 47-53.
"[Adam) - 

35
(1738)
F.

pp. 308-309, June.

~

Craftsman, June

24, No. 624.

There are three different types of state ministers;

(1) a minister for the king, (2) a minister for the king
and the people, and (3) a minister for himself.

Each

of the three is a character in a "ministerial Play, which
is a tragicomical Parce. ll

Lines from

~

open the article, and a speech from King

You

~

~

It

describes

the treaties which would be made by those ministers who
are concerned only for themselves.
Lines quoted:

G.

p.

As You Like It. II. vii. 139-140.
Paques'-)
King John. V. i. 65-76. (Philip the
Bastard)

363, July. "l1emoirs of the smarts."
'July 22, No. 988.
- 

London Journal,

The people known as llSmarts ll or "POpS,ll today, have
been known to exist in other times, but
by other names.

t~ey

were called

Shakespeare, Jonson, Sidney, and others

have named them in the past.

The "Srnarts ll today are Free

Thinkers; that is, their minds are free from thought.
They believe that "All Things
pleasant."

~

LavTful that

~

Modern Patriots honor the Smarts, whom they

have chosen to be their writers and leaders.
H.

p. 477, September.
A young

~oman

Universal Spectator, No. 518. (Phoebe)
is not impressed with a young manls

36
(1738)
swearing that she has killed him with her eyes.

This

young lady vlishes that young men had more sense than to
say such things.

In reply to one man who made such a

statement, she read lines from Shakespeare

and~

laughing,

left him.
Lines quoted:

As You

~

It. III. v. 8-27. (Phebe)

Phoebe is answered by a person who suggests that the
young man should have read the lines immediately following
those which she read.
Lines quoted:

As You Like It. III. v. 27-31.
(SilviuS) 

VOLulflE IX

1739
A.

p.

136$ 1'1arch.

"To Henry Stonecastle, Esg."
Spectator, MarCh 17, No. 545.

Universal

In Mr. Stonecastlets earlier criticism of the poor
satires and farces

w~itten

during the period, he

to have blamed the playwrights.

seem~s

The lack of good taste,

however, lies more in the audience than in the writers.
It is the audience that enjoys. the "grovtling Farce,"
the "trifling Puns," and the "low Interludes of Clotms
and Peasants in the immortal Shakespear. lI

Living authors

are just as capable as former writers, but they

Calli~ot

expect their better works to be rewarded as they should be.

B.

Pp. 136-137, March.
No. 540.

Universal Spectator, February 10,

[This article 'on satirists is referred to in the
pre ceding arti cle .]
Todayt s critics seem more intent upon punishment
than upon correction.

They

t~~e

it upon themselves to

"mend iYIoliere, nay Shakespear himself."
the "PI:ysician of our Souls,"

These are not

as Shakespeare said, but

the "Assassin of our Characters."

Tnese authors boast

more lOUdly of their qualities than did ¥dlton or
Shakespeare, yet they are not read by any after their
own generation.

38
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Line quoted:

c.

p.

UnknovID

156,

1"larch. "Verses llQQ!l hearing ~ §. Licence
refus1d to ~ Play, entitled, Gustavus Vasa, the
Deliverer of his Country.1f
It is shocking that a play concerning a

fi&~ter

for freedom could not be allowed to be staged in
England.

Perhaps "Danish tyranny" has come to England.

The days of Shakespeare need to be revived.
D.

Pp.

245-246,

May. llThe Stap;e .§:. Looking-Glass for
Statesmen .. " The Craftsman, April 28, No. 'bb'ff.
An author in the Tatler has written that the best

comedies show the manners of the time in which they
were written.

Tragedies, it may be added, trace the

poli tics of the administration of the time.

For example,.,

when Spain was a formidable power and England was at work
to reduce that strength, Shakespeare inspired the English
people by writing Henry V, reminding them
former victories,

o~

their

Again, when England assisted the

United Provinces in their struggle against Philip of
Spain, Shakespeare wrote Julius Caesar, which still
inspires the strongest

~eelings

for liberty and virtue.

In their plays, others such as Rowe, Otway, and the
Earl of Rochester, have also reflected the good and evil
characteristics of the contemporary administration.

39
(1739)
E.

p. 266" May. liTo l1r. Brooke, .2!1 the RefusaJ..:. of a
Licence 1£ his Play, entitled, Gustavus Vasa.~
( p. \~hi tehead)
The Greek theatre history proves that, as long as
the theatre is not restrained, plays are good.

Hhen

playwrights are unjustly restricted, the plays are no
longer good.

Shakespeare's genius appeared at a time

when the English stage was llunconfin'd.1I

The refusal

of a license to Gustavus Vasa should be a subtle warning
to the British.
F.

p. 378, July. 1l,! Translation from Petronius Arbiter,
.£f. Sonmia quae mentes illudunt, etc. 1I
The dreams of various types of people are in ter
esting to conjecture.

Usually" the dreams involve the

attainment of some goal" but sometimes the everyday
fears appear as well.

The miser, lawyer, adulteress,

huntsman, sailor, and soldier are included in the
conjectures.

In the soldier's dream, a line from

Richard 111-is quoted.
Line quoted:
G.

Richard III, V. iv.

7. (King Richard)

p. 588, November. IIPlacemen dangerous Representatives. 1I
Common Sense, November 17, No. 146.
To have a Parliament consisting of Placemen ~eople
in the Treasur y, Exchequer, Navy, Post-Office" etc~ is
a dangerous situation for a country

be~_Qse

it encourages

40
(1739)
corruption in the offices.

For the last thirty years,

Placemen have been gaining wealth while the Gentry and
the common people have paid high taxes, and the whole
nation, with the exception of the Placemen, has felt the
hardships of the times.

Shakespeare said that misfortune

may be like a toad, which, although ugly, may sometimes
have a jewel in its mouth.

Tnis simile may be used to

describe the last Convention which made the Placemen
talce off their masks by frankly declaring that

II.

•

•

they have nothing to do with the Merit of any pUblic
Measure, they are to defend their Leader, their Leader
them. It
Lines quoted:

H.

As You Like It. II. i. 12-14. (Duke)

---~

p. 598, November.
A person in Oxon discovered an II.21£. Book" which
contained a song, four lines of which Shakespeare used
in Tne Merry Wives of Windsor.

The book attributes the

song to tlllit. Marlow" and an answer to the song is
attributed to "Sir W. Raleigh in his younger Days."
Lines quoted:

Harry Hives of Hindsor. III. i.
16-20. (Sir Hugh Evans)

VOLUME X

1740
A.

p.

85, February.

"The Apes. 11

Humans are only apes in a different form.

The

servant apes his master who in turn apes the lord.
Because of the foolishness of men, Shakespeare, Rowe,
and Jonson are provided with asses for their plays.

B.

p.

249, May.

Universal Spectator, May

24.

(Honoria)

A letter written to the Universal Spectator gives

an example of the advantages of virtua.

A young woman

from a poor family, yet well educated for her station,
was placed in a wealthier family as a companion for a
girl her own age.

Upon his return, the son of the house

began to make dishonorable advances, which she refused.
She did, however, like him and quoted lines from Shake
speare's Lover's Complaint, "printed at the End of his
Sonnets,"

to describe her feeling.

By maintaining her

virtue, She finally married the young man who really
loved her.
Lines quoted:

c.

A Lover's Complaint. lines 89-91,

99-105, and 120-126.

p. 520, October. llOn our late Taste in Musick."
(By a Gentleman of Oxforcn
The reader should discard the love of foreign

42
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music which has become popular.

The English are

spending much money to support foreign talent and are
ignoring the genius of English music.

It is stupid

to enjoy songs when one cannot understand the language
in which they are sung.

Shakespeare is an example of

one who knew hGl to II conquer and surprize the heart. II
D.

p. 628, December.
An announcement is made of the publication of the

tenth and last volume of liThe General Dictionary,
Historical and Critical; containing the Remainder of

Mr. Bayle's Dictionary, his Dissertations, & c. several
additional Lives omitted in the former Volumes • • • 11
Shakespeare's life is included in this volume.

VOLLJl1E XI

1741
A.

pp. 28-29, January. liOn two Italian Dancers."
Spectator, No. 641:---

Universal

Two celebrated Italian comic dancers, Signior and
Signiora Fausan, are at Drury Lane Theatre.

.

The audience

is the largest "ever since Shakespear1s Play of
like it,
-

As you

had been acted, and these Dancers had perform1d."

The grace and the perception of the two dancers is noted,
in addition to a conversation among friends after the
performance concerning foreign actors and dancers on the
English stage.

It is best to pay to see the natural

agility of the French and Italians rather than to vlish
that the English character would change to become like
the others .•
B.

p. 105, February.
A white marble monument to Shakespeare has been
erected in Westminster-Abbey.

Several men gave benefits

to help raise money for the monument; two of them were
Mr. Fleetwood, Haster of the Drury Lane Theatre, and

11P. Rich, of Covent Garden Theatre.' The theatres
produce~

plays of Shakespeare for the benefit.

A discussion concerning the controversy about
the Latin inscription on the monument follows the

44
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description of the sculpture.

The discussion is

signed, IIPhilarchaeus."
C.

p. 200, April. 1IQ!}, l1usic. II
(Phil. Harmonicus)

Universal Spectator, April 18.

Music has a mysterious power over men and animals
which both ancient and modern men recognize.
has several stories of the power of music.

Mythology
Today, such

great labor should not be spent in adorning nonsense or
trifling words with beautiful music.

The best work

lately is the setting to music of some of Shakespeare l s
and Milton l s works.

Because of the welcome reception

of the music with Milton l s and Shakespeare l s works, one
may assume that people s'till enjoy lISound:and 'Senser!
together.

D.

p.

276, May.
Lines from one of Prospero1s speeches in

~

Tempest

were carved onto Shakespeare l s monument on Saturday,

May 16.
Lines quoted:

~

Tempest. IV.i. 152-156. (Prospero)

The magazine version has:
liThe Cloud wrapp'd Towers. • • "
and " • • • like the base
less Fabrick of a Vision,
Leave not a Wreck behind. lI

The Craig edition has:
lITae cloud-capp'd
towers • • • It and
11 • • • like this insub
stantial pageant faded,
Leave not a rack behind."

45
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E.

p. 426, August. "Description of ~ pretty Fellow."
Universal Spectator, August-rr, No. 670. (Jack Dapper)
Although it has always been thought that a "pretty
fellow" needed to have a symmetry 0.1' body, an erect
posture and a pleasing face, a person can be a "pretty
fellow" for other reasons.

Jack Dapper is three feet,

two inches tall and has a body shaped like a Z.

He

says, however, that he has a good opinion of himself,
that he is agreeable and a good conversationalist.
Though he is no t I ike Si r J obn Fal s taf.f in magni tude,
he is, nevertheless, witty.

He dresses to the height

p.f .fashion and is in love with every pretty girl.
is, there.fore, a "pretty .fellow. 1t

He

VOLUME XII

1742
A.

p. 80, February.

"Caligula 1 s Horse
Common Sense, February 6.

~

good Minister. II

The Emperor Caligula made his horse a Minister of
State, bacause the horse threw the Emperor even while
flatterers were telling the Emperor of his excellent
horsemanship.

The Emperor realized that only the horse

was truthful, and gave the animal that high office.
The horse was one of the best ministers in history.

He

was temperate (unlike Sir John Falstaff). he was honest.
he was modest, and he was content to make only honest
appointments wi thout including all of his family in the
jC?bs.

This horse " • • •would·make no contemptible

Figure, either in the Arts of Peace, or the Management
of War, when comparedto those of another Minister who
hath livid since."

B.

p.

153, March.

"A Modern Conversation."
Spectator, No. 69$.

Universal

Four gentlemen discuss women from various countries.
Sir William Trifle said that he was nearly in a duel once
with an old lady l s servant, because, after he had kissed

the lady, he had said, commenting on her bristly beard,
that he was like "Pyramus, who kisa'd Thisbe through a
Wall. "

47
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c. PP. 305-307,

June. IIMinisters may be honest. II The
Craftsman. June 5, No. 831. (Severus)

Two false assertions have been made in order to

vindicate the

1I1

a te Minister. 1I

One, that since no

minister IIfor many Reigns back ll has had the good graces
of the populace, therefore, the British people are of a
II. • • seditious and turbulent Disposition. • • • II
While it is true that all the ministers have been
disliked, it is because they have II • • • provoked the
Public with repe.ated Injuries. 1I

The second false

assertion is that II •• • if all Ministers have been
Knaves all Ministers will be Knaves. 1t
Ministers as well as Princes may be evil and both
should be either corrected or restrained.

Now ministers

who replace evil ones should strive to keep their integrity
spotless.

As for the minister who is only interested

in titles and favors at any price, IILet !l2

~ ~

be

trustedl ll says Shakespeare, for that man can only be true
to his own interests.

The good minister who may be

trusted makes the aims of the prince and the public
the same.
Lines quoted:

Merchant of Venice. V. i. 88.
(Lorenzo )-.

48
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D.

&.

p. 427, August. liOn Mr. Gibber's Letter to
Pope. 1T
Universal Spectator, August 7, August 14, and
August 21. (P.G.)

Golley Gibber may be given credit as an actor, but
as a laureate, Mr. Cibber is " • • • the worst that ever
was. II

Mr. Pope satirized Cibber from 1716-1742, and

Cibber claims that his friends finally pressed him into
answering.

Mr. Gibber answers several charges of Mr.

Pope r s, and the author of this letter comments on some
of these remarks.

In a verbatim story from Mr. Cibber,

Shakespeare is quoted.

Cibber said that Pope did not

live up to his own standards of a.good satirist; namely,
that a good satirist is not a libeller.
Line

E.

quoted:

Othello.

III. iii.

412.

(Iago)

p. 430, August. IIWho fit to be trusted with Government. 1I
. The Craftsman, Augus t lrj:';" NO. 841. ( OId"Sterling )
Although the power of the Crown is formidable, it is
the power to seduce, not to compel.

A country need not

worry about its liberty as long as any private integrity,
.love of virtue, or sense of fame remain in the nobility.
But without such virtues in the nobility, a sovereign may
gain too much power.
nobility is so

so~did,

rush into temptation.

Some conclude that today the
selfish, and base that they even
This, however:, is a sad conclusion,
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because the nation will lose

~aith

in its rulers,

Subtle unnoticed attacks on the nation should be
avoided,
choice,

Yet, to resign

onesel~

to def'eatls not a l,lise

One should ", , .endeavor, however f'ruitlessly,

to prevent Mischief's."

This.nation's people should not

. be deterred f'rom ", , , wilf'ully seeking our own
Salvation, as Shakespear's Grave-Digger expresses himself'_,n
Hampden stood alone' against. c.orruption in Charles I's
reign.

Today, the luxuries

than honest f'ame.

o~

a Court are valued more

Those who may be saf'ely trusted with

government seek only usef'ulness, dignity, virtue.
Line quoted:
F.

Hamlet. V, i, 1, (First Clown)

P, 435, August •. flDescription

.2!

~

Corham's Gardens."

The poet is very f'lattering in his description of'
Lord Corham's garden.
o~the

G,

Detail is given, including a list

statues, one of' which is of' Shakespeare.

p. 483, September, "O~ the Fopperies ~ Affectations
,of' Heroes gng, Kings," ~ Crai'tsman, September 25,

NO, 848.

Satire has f'astened most sharply on f'oppery, and
magni~icence

has been greatly extolled,

compared to "Paint and Beauty."

The two may be

Even the crown

king cannot make a person more than he is.

o~

a

There have

been several heroes who have had "Af'f'ectations and
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Absurdities."

Alexander, Caesar, and Charles 12th of

Sweden were somewhat alike, perhaps because Caesar and
Charles emulated Alexander.

In Henry

compares Henry V to Alexander.

I, Fluellyn

Kings such as Xerxes,

the Dane Knute, Caligula,:Edward IV, and Henry VIII also
had their fopperies.

It should be noted that, of the

kings who were among the best, including Edward III and
Henry V, little can be found on the splendor of their
train.
Lines quoted:
H.

Henry V. IV. vii.

34-41.

(Fluellen)

&,. Garrick." Champion,

p. 527, October. "Character of
No. 455. (Dr~aticus)

Mr. Garrick is an excellent actor because he is
different in the various roles which he plays.
played Richard III and King Lear, among others.

He has
Garrick

is of medium height and has a clear, harmonious voice
which is " • • • capable of all the various Passions,
which the Heart

or Man

is agitated with, and the Genius

of Shakespeare can describe • • • • 11 He does not drop
eharacter when he has finished speaking and does not let
!

his eyes " • • • wander thro t the whole Circle of Spectators. u
A note from the editor follows the piece:
first appearance Mr. Garrick

~ ~ ~ stage,~

last Winter at Goodman's Fields Theatre • • • • "

-

"The
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I.

IIReflections on the late F-t. 1I
The Craftsman, November 20, No. 8>b.--- ---- --

pp. 592-593, November.

Hypocrisy in both private and public life cannot
go forever undetected.

Since a government

~nows

this

condition to be true, lilt is not to be supposed, there
fore, that any Government would have Recourse to so
wretched an Artifice to gild over bad Designs •• • • "
vmy then, is F---t accused of such an action?
the present Heads of

Parli~ent

Since

have often opposed the

"Grievance of the late Administration,1I it is to be
assumed that they will not change their position.

The

patriots have not been watching their church or state,
and so, like Macbeth, the voice of the Republic can be
heard to say, IIS1 eep no more."

Each single person needs

to be alert and active.
Line quoted:
J.

p.

Macbeth. II. ii. 35. (Macbeth)

641, December.
1I

is not.

IIOf Lying, .Q£. saying the Thing that
Common Sense, December 4, No. 303.

There are

~everal

kinds of liars.

The worst is the

liar who delights in ruining friendships or reputations.
A line from Shakespeare
such a thief.

IS

Othello is used to describe

Some, such as lovers and poets, may be

excused for their falsehoods.

The military men invent

favors, wounds, and battles, but this practice is. also
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innocent because they wear these falsehoods like the
braid on their uniform.

The politicians tell lies

either to raise or lower public spirit.
have to be careful not to become "stuck

"•

~,"

where

1I
• .neither Truth nor Falshood will do them any Good.
Lines quoted:

K.

They, however,

~thello. II~.

iii. 157-161. (Iago)

p. 647, December. liTo the Freeholders of Great Britain. 1t
Craftsman, December IE; No. 860.
The people are urged to see that their representa
tives are in the House of Commons to vote on measures.
Representatives should remember their duty to remain
alert, because "Perseverance keeps Honour bright,1I as
Shakespeare said.

Such perseverance is necessary

because of all the turmoil and dangers within and without
the nation.
Lines quoted:

Troilus and Cressida. III. iii.

150-151.~ysses)

VOLUME XIII

1743
A.

p.

25,

January. liThe Absurdity 2f. Abuse and Invective
in political Disputes." Craftsman, January 1, No. 862~
If the affairs of England are really in as bad a

condition as people believe them to be, the condition
should not be treated with ridicule and scorn.

liTo rail

when we ought to reason, and to laugh when we take upon
us to convince a Nation that they are hastening amain to
Ruin, are both absurd in themselves, and defeat the very
Purpose we aim at. 1I

If, however, satire must be used in

such a situation, it should be used with decorum.

We

should write against ministers in the manner that Brutus
wished to kill Caesar.

"Let us carve him as a dish fit

for the Gods,/Not hew him as a Carkass fit for Hounds."
Lines quoted:

B.

Julius Caesar. II. i. 173-174. (Br.utus)

pp. 36-37, January. ~ Letter from ~ officer in Flanders.
To Captain Hercules Vinegar:rr--Ch~~pion, No. 480.
TPhil. Cockade)
The officer does not enjoy his position in Flanders.
He likes the honor which princes can bestow, but, like
Falstaff, does not want the honor found in battle.

He

expected the Flemish to greet him and his men as
deliverers; instead, the Flemish treat them as intruders.
The officer has found that, like Hamlet,

"~delights
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not me, £2£. Homan neither • • • • "

Also, he asks,

---

"What
is Hecuba to me, or I to Hecuba?1I He has shown
-his discretion, like Falstaff, by avoiding quarrels.
He does not know if the soldiers are to fight or to be
auxiliaries or principals.

This officer wants to return

to London.
Lines quoted:

C.

p. 56, January.

Hamlet. II. ii. 322-323. (Hamlet)
II. ii. 585. (Hamlet)

"Register.2! Books

ill January 1743. 11

"An Epistle to the Countess of Shaftsbury; '-lith a

Prologue and Epilogue on Shakespear.
6£.
D.

By Mr. Cooke. pr.

Cooper •. II

p. 100, February.

liThe Progress .2£ Painting."

The first part of this poem is given.

Painting

in Greece and Rome is reviewed •. Michaelangelo was
IIShakespear

~1I

in his paintings, because he displayed,
like Shakespeare, lithe boundless field of life. 1I
E.

Pp. 254-255, ~Iay. liThe Character .Q1.
Champion, No.5.

§d1.

Excellent Actor. 1I

The best actor does not act; he

~s

the person he

portrays.

How great, then, is the IIMerit not only of

entering into the Poet's Sentiment thoroughly • • • 11
but also lito out do Shakespeare and Johnson, by
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performing • • • so

naturally~

as that in Truth

roles are not performed at all. • • • "
actors is just such an

exce11e~t

the

One of today' s

actor.

The success of a play depends on the actor as well
as the author.
p1ay~

We not only can enjoy a Shakespearean

but also understand it better if it is well acted.

It requires as much study and time to perform well in
one of Shakespeare's plays as it did to write the role.
The theatre can be a good teacher, if it will show
young people what men are and what they should be.

"It

is sad Reasoning to say, that because there are many
~ Plays~

stagf?

therefore Plays are

~.II

"The world is a

• ." is paraphrased.
I}:ditor1s not~ "The Author never exchanged

withMr.
-

p.

Word

Garrick. -in
- =his
, ; ; . .Life."
;;..:.

Lines quoted:

F.

§.

321~ June.
\vestm~nster

As You Like It. II. vii. 139-140.
TJ'aques

r- 

"Inscription.Q.!1 the MonUl1l~ set ll12. in
Abbey ~ Hemory of the ~ Mr. Nathanael

Rowe.
The inscription mentions that Mr. Rowels monument
is placed near to that of Shakespeare.
G.

p.

379~

July.

(M·..--·~·_·'-)
-- --

"To Miss S---- H-----, at her Toi1et. 1I
-

-

-



The young lady can charm easily before she adds
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any artificial charms.

She, like Shakespeare in his

poetry, can soar above others and leave the rules of
art behind.

By adding to her natural charms, :Hiss

S---- H---- "adds poison to the dart ll 'Which pierces
the lover's heart.
H.

p. 428, August. IlA Character 'of the Spaniards,
Hollanders, Italians, and French."
Various nations have become stereotyped in terms
of the characteristics of their people.

·The Spaniards

are said to be lazy and proud; the Hollanders heavy and
phlegmatic, except in matters of commerce, where they
are very attentive and busy; the Italians are jealous,
revengeful, and intriguing; and the French are vain of
clothes and manners.

A short scene from Henry V gives

an example of humor at the expense of the French.
Lines quoted:

I.

p. 672, December.

Henry V. III. vii. 87-167. [me
magazine version is shortenedJ .
"Register of Books for December 1743."

"Verses humbly address1d to Sir Tho. Hanmer, on
his Edition of Shakespeare

pre 6d.

Cooper. 1l

VOLU11E XIV

1744
A.

p.

98, February. 1I! Song in Shakespear's As you ~
it. ~!?!. the celebrated Mr. Arne, ~ ill Dublin,
where he is exhibiting, II the Theatre Royal, with
great Applause, ~ ~ Oratorio, call1d the Death o~
Abel, the Musick ~ himself, and the chief Parts
perfori1i'Td ~ &.. Lowe, l1rs. Arne, and~. Chateaune~.11
Lines quoted:

B.

As You Like It. II. vii. 174-190.
~e fraiIlOiiii ITe eY

p. 151, March. liThe Horror Ministers have to past
History. II .Q1.9:. England Journal, fl'larch 24.
Whenever Ministers do not appreciate examples from
history, especially those which might reflect on them,
it is almost a certain sign of corruption, mismanagement,
and

~ear o~

guilt.

Hhenever ministers fear history, it

may be said, IIThere 1 s something rotten in the state

o~

Denmark. lI
Line quoted:
C.

Hamlet. I. iv. 90. (Marcellus)

p. 218, April. !fThe Batchelor's Soliloquy. In
imitation of ~ celebrated Speech of Hamlet:V
The poem starts, !fTo wed, or not to wed-- II and
continues in imitation of Hamlet's soliloquy.
Source:

D.

Hamlet. III. i. 57-90. (Hamlet)

P. 313, June. IIA true .9..2.EY:. o'E the Last Will'of Alexsn.der
Pope, Esq.; Extracteq from the Registry or the
Prerogative Court of Canterbury.1I
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Mr. Pope left to Mr. Lyttelton his marble busts
of Spenser, Shakespeare, IvIil ton, and Dryden, which lithe
Prince ll had given to him.
E.

p. 330, June.

lIPrince Henry.2a

~

Death 2.f. Hotspur. 1I

Prince Henry promises that Hotspur l s ignominy

~ri.ll

rest with him in the grave and not be remembered in his
epi taph.
Lines quoted:

F.

I Henry

lI.

V. iv. 99-101. (Prince)

p. 494, September. 1I0f the Conduct and Interest of G.
Britain: lI Old England Journal, September 1. (Jeffrey
Broadbottom)
The conduct of Great Britain in the wars has not
been proper for suCh a great nation.
Lines quoted:

G.

Richard II. II. i. 61-66. (John of
Gaunt) 

p. 543, October. flRapine in the Streets accounted for. 1I
Qh£ England Journal, October 13. (George Standar~
A di scussion of gO,od, and bad governments finally
concludes that corruption in the senate causes rapine
in the streets.

It is possible to imagine that in days

to come, avengers will come under the name of governors
who, as Shakespeare said, will lIout-Herod Herod. 1I
Line quoted:
H.

Hamlet. III. ii. 14. (Hamlet)

Pp. 558-559, October. liTo Ivliss Jenny Gibber, in the
character .2£ Juliet, B1 Shakespear 1 s Romeo and Juliet. 1I
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!1iss Cibber is to be complimented on her excellent
portrayal of Juliet.

She performed so well that one

would have thought that Juliet was really there.
An editor's note mentions that Jenny Cibber is

fifteen and the grand-daughter of Colley Cibber.

She

has also played in other roles and has a promising
I.

p. 611, November.

~~ture.

A letter to lvIr. Urban. (Gold-Cap)

A printed leaf of the Dunciad, Book IV, was sent
to several heads of'printing houses showing five verses
and two notes that the author had planned to insert into
the unsold copies of his book as' soon as IISir Th--
H---r'sll Shakespeare edition should be published•. Since
the author's death, however, the verses and notes are to
be suppressed.

The altered verses of'the Dunciad reflect

on Hanmer's edition, but the author of the letter to Mr.
Urban upholds Ha.n:m.er's changes which make the text more
true in meaning.
King

~

He gives an example from a passage of

in Hanmer1s edition.

Lines quoted:

King~.

II. iv.

154-155.

(Lear)

VOLU11E XV

1745
A.

p. 99, February.

liTo S. G• .2Q the foregoing. II

(Ii. G. )

The title refers to a poem'printed just prior to

"12.

this article,

:r1rs. Sybilla, .Q.!l her acting the

Goddess of Dullness, and persuading her .i.Q. attempt
l1elantha

1!l

Dryden1s Marr. Alamode."

The poet wrote

to this person asking his opinion about the poem.

The

reply is filled with memories of actors and actresses
of an earlier period.

It would be nice, he says, if

Colley Gibber could write a history of the stage from
Shakespeare1s time or from at least the Restoration.

}w.

Cibber has written a book consisting of actors I

and actresses l characters, which has been highly
praised.
B.

p. 112, February.

"Register 52£ Books

"Advertisement.
(Price Is.)

Speedily

~ ~

published.

li.IS

edition of

to which is affix1d, proposals for a new

edition of Shakespear, with a specimen.
J. Roberts in Warwick ~."

G.

February 1745. u

11iscellaneous observations on the tragedy

of Macbeth, with remarks on Sir. T.
Sh~{espear;

~

p. 213, April.

liOn Shakespeare. u

Printed for
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"His faults, or virtues who can justly tell?
No mortal higher soar t d, nor lOvrer fell."
D.

p. 224, April.

"Register of Books

£2£.

April 1745."

"Miscellaneous observations on the tragedy of
Macbeth; with remarks on Sir T. H.'s edit. and a speci
men of a new one.
E.

p. 280, May.

pre

l~.

-

Roberts."

"Register of Books for May 1745. 11

--

"'Ihe works,ofShakespear, copied from the 4to
edition printed at Oxford, and carefully revis'd by
the former editions.
F.

In 6 volumes 8 vo.

pre 11.

lO~.lI

p. 375, July. "Fortune not .iQ. be blamed, but .e.. neglect
.Q.!: abuse .2! her favours. 11 .Q1.£ England Journal,
July 20.
Although it may be true, as Shakespeare said, that

"•

•

.there is a tide in the affairs of men, II still one

cannot blame all calamities on fortune.

One needs to

take advantage of opportunities as they present them
selves.

There have been several occasions when England

and her governors did not take advantage of opportunities
and therefore the country is in its present troubled
condi tion.
Line quoted:
G.

p. 448, August.
Month. 11

Julius Caesar. IV. iii. 218. (Brutus)
IIBooks and Pamphlets published

~
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IIBritons strike home; or, Shakespearls ghost to
the British armie s.

pr.

1~.

Cooper. II

VOLUNE XVI

1746
A.

p.

101~

February. liOn the precipitate Retreat of ~
of Foot rror.i"'M---ld, to t'l---op, on me
7th .2.£ December last. 1I


Reg~ment

In writing of the retreat, the poet uses an example
from Macbeth to describe a regiment advancing to a town
as Birnam Wood coming to Dunsinane.
B.

p.

224, April.

l1Books and Pamphlets published April

1746. 11

IlCritical observations on Shakespeare
Upton.

c.

p.

By John

Hawkins. It

244,

May.

tlOf

No. 1035.

~

Victory

~

Culloden. II

Craftsman,

The victory over the rebels of the Highlands by
the young Duke of Cumberland proved that foreign troops
were unnecessary.

It is to be hoped that the young. duke

will now seek peace, which Shakespeare called "Dear
nurse

2!.~,

nlenties,

Line quoted:
D.

Henry

~

y.

,joyful births. II

V. ii. 35. (Duke of Burgundy)

p. 307, June. IICape Breton tenable against
France. II Westminster Journal, June 7.

~

power of

Since the repossession of Cape Breton, it is
acknowledged by all that it should be kept if it is
within our power.

Britain has the power to do so in her

('

OL~
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ships.

The Dmjor objection to Britain's keeping Cape

Bl"eton is I'H

r! Hould not thD-t be in danger? If

}-Iaralet S a.~ys llL".ye

~.,

+-l~""')e''"'
VJ.J.V~
w

-'-he
rub
V.J.

i-~s

Eu t Engla....'J.d mus t

111

•

eitiler say that there is no H----ror that it hc.s no
cOI"L"rlection to Great Bri "cain, because

it

such a restraint

of our mm st:::'eng,th • • • Hould be a plain confession He
are become dependent.!!
Line quoted:
E.

p. 3lL~, Ju.ll.e.

If

Hrunlet. III. i.

65.

~Hamlet)

On Cursing and Swearing. II

CraftsY>l8.."Il,

June 21.
T.he custom of cursing is dangerous to the people
because, by setting little value on an oath, the people
set little value on legal oaths and, therefore, perjury
will eventually not seem evil.
act passed June
a~tion

L~,

It is good that by an

1746, the legislature has taken

to stop cursing.

In As You Like It, Shal;;:espeare

represented man in one of his stages ct: life as f1F'ull
of strange Oaths. l'

He also pictured a S1.·Jearer as

being almost a savage.
It can probably be proved that cursing is more
frequent in popish tha....'J. in protestant countries, and
in

&~glish

plays Hritten in tile popish times, there is

probably more swearing than in those written under
protestant reigns.
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The habit, unfortunately, is in all classes of
people and measures should be taken to eliminate it.
Lines quoted:

F.

As You Like It. II. vii. 150-151.
TJ'aquesr- 

P. 343, July. t1Letter concerning;, M. ~ Voltaire t s Admission
into the Royal Academy at Paris. II (D.)
Voltaire was finally, after thirty years of neglect
and abuse by his own

co~~try,

recognized for his merit

and invited to join the Royal Academy.

In his admission

speech, he gave a literary criticism of the French
language.

In surveying the important men in other

countries, Voltaire mentioned Shakespeare, who
11 • • •

engrafted in the English that force, and that

energy, they have never since been able to improve. • • • II
Voltaire also gave credit and blame to his own countrymen.
G.

p. 379, July.

IIHamlet Solus.

Act iii. Sc. 2. 11 (F.)

One of Hamlet's soliloquies is translated into
Latin.
Lines quoted:

H.

p.

Hamlet. III. i. 56-90. (Hamlet)

August. 1I.2n Mercy. From Shakespear I s Measure
for Measure, Act II, Scene-r:rr London Evening Post.

L~25,

In a controversy concerning the appropriateness
of showing mercy to the recent rebels of Scotland,
several journals and newspapers have taken various
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views.

The London Evening Post reprinted Shakespeare's

lines on mercy from Measure for Measure.
Lines quoted:

I.

p. 535, October.

Measure for Measure. II. ii. 59-63;
72-79; 83-84. (Isabella)
"Character 2f. Arthur

~

Balmerino."

Although one cannot justify Lord Balmerino's life,
his death may be admired.

He was cheerful

~d

generous

in his speech before his death, and did not try,
hypocritically, to feign passions that he did not feel.
He prepared for death "with the greatest alacrity,"
which a footnote compares to Shakespeare's lines in
which a man was described as "a bridegroom in his death lt
-- as anxious· t<>go to death as a bridegroom to go to
his lover's bed.
Lines quoted:

J.

p. 672, December.
Month. "

Antony and Cleopatra. IV. xiv.
lOO-lOl:-TAntony)
"Books and Pamphlets pUblished

"A new canto of ShakesEear's fairy queen.
HaHkins. lt

~

pre l§..

VOLUME XVII

1747
A.

p.

35, January.

11 On Masquerades. II

Craftsman,

January 10.
Masquerades encourage obscene conversations and
11 abusive raillery.11

It is to be hoped that the king

will try to discourage masquerades as he has discouraged
Italian operas.

Of late, the nobility has fortunately

not supported masquerades.

Primarily,

g~Qblers,

players,

and women of the town have been recently attending.
Is. not this, as Shakespeare says, "worshipful Societ'l.?11
Line quoted:

B.

p.

King John. I. i. 205. (Philip the
Bastarcn-

146, March.

liTo the Author of the Comedy called,
The Suspicious Husband."
In Charles' time, satire was used in reference to

priests and marriage.

Roscommon then showed audiences

that satire was akin to reason, as does:also this author
of

~

Suspicious Husband.

After this author has produced

comedies for a while, perhaps he will turn to tragedy
and join "pathetic OtHay's softness l' to "Shakespearets
force ll and IIRowe 1s harmonious line. 1I
C.

p.

179, April.

Letter to Gentleman's Magazine. (Ruricola)

An emendation in Antony and Cleopatra is sugGested

which differs from either Upton1s or Theobald's versions.
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In IV. xii. 20-22, Upton suggests that "pa.Ill1ell 1 d" is

wrong and that "paged" should be substituted; Theobald
thinks the word is "pantler1d."

The author of the

letter suggests "spannell1d" and gives his reasons for
hi s emendation:

(1)' 'according to Upton, one of the

rules observed by Shakespeare was to form verbs from
substantives, and (2) the term, to dog a person, means
to follow at some distance.
poetic

form~

Lines quoted:

D.

Spannell could be the

p. 252, IJ'l8.y.

Antony and Cleopatra. I¥. xii.
20-22. (Antony)

"Books and Pamphlets published

"The works of

Shakespear~

By Mr.

~

~

Nonth. II

and Mr.

vlarburton, in 8 vols 8 vo. pr. 21. 8E.,."
"Just publish I d (Price Is.)

Miscellaneous

Observations on the Tragedy of Macbeth.

Printed for

B.

Dodsley and sold by .J. Roberts."
E.

"Prologue 1£ £!;. Comedy call1d the
Grateful Fair, acted ~ Winter QI ~ Gentlemen
at Cambridge. 1I (Academicus)

p. 391, August.

The author of this play shows
"both small and great.

II

~~aves

and fools

Though the author scarcely

knows dramatic rules, he thinks that those Frenchmen
are fools who prescribe what Homer Should have done.
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Shakespeare's works reach first the heart and then the
mind.

JUdgment, in reading Shakespeare's works, comes

sl01.11y behind, like Pals taff, and
battle's o'er. 1l

.fights when the

•

This play is not written for critics,

but for the Ilhonest and the fair.
F.

II.

1l

pp. 490-491, October. "Prologue ~oken :£y Hr. Garrick.
At the '£pening of Drury-Lane Theatre 1747. 11
Shakespeare used imagination and experience in his
writing.

Jonson followed and, "instructed from the

school, II wrote by method.

During Charles' reign, the

quality of the theatre declined.
happen in. the future?

Permps,

\iho
Il

can tell what will

where

~

has rav'd

and Hamlet dy'd,/On flying cars new sorcerers may ride. 1I
The audience should not

bl~ae

the dramatists for the

follies of the stage, because the audience determines
what is performed.

Because players "live to please,lI

they Il mus t please to live."
G.

p. 579, December. The J~cobite Journal, No.1.
John Trott-Plaid, Esg.

!?x.

It is no presumption to begin a new journal to
oppose so many bad ones, and, likewise, it needs no
presuraption to admit one's Jacobitism because many
admit it in taverns and in the streets.
for not

ad~itting

Some reasons

one's Jacobitism are given, as well
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as conjectures made concerning the recent appearance
of so many Jacobites.
Jacobites appear.
epidemic frenzy.,

One cannot truthfully say Hhy

Perhaps, as Shakespeare said of an

"l!

is the very error .Q£. ~ B.Q..Qll. II

Since Jacobites now excite only laughter, and the
author likes -,to make people happy I he gladly olms
himself a Jacobite.
Lines quoted:

Othello. V. ii. 109-111. (Othello)

VOLul1E XVIII

1748
A.

Pp. 25-27, January. Tlp.n Enquiry into .:ill:£ Learning of'
Shcl{espear, with Re~arks on several passages of ~
Plays, in ~ Conversation betwee~ Eugenius and
Neander. £L Peter I~~alley, A.B. Fellow of St. Jorlll's
College, Oxf'ord. Printed for T. i/laller, Fleetstreet,
pr. 1s. 6d. and contains 84 pages besides preface. 11
(Peter \ma11ey)
Shakespeare not only improved his knowledge by
extensive reading and was acquainted with the sciences,
but also had as general a knoHledge, of the "learned
languages" as a scholar.
The major objection to Shakespeare's grasp of
knowledge is that he did not follow the la1tJ's of
ancient drama; Shakespeare based his plays on novels
or histories, and, therefore, the plan was not the
same as for drama.

A footnote on the source of Hamlet

credits Saxo,. the Danish historian, with the story.
The taste of the public probably encouraged Shake
speare to use the marvellous in his plays.

That

Shakespeare was aware of his imperfections is seen
in apologies such as the prologue and chorus to Henry V
and the prologue to Henry VIII.
The following are indications of Shakespeare's
learning:
(1) In the contrast and consistancy of his principal
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characters, he. ShOHS more than just a liberal education.
(2) He shows "every where" a
'lId

II

perfect intimacyll

th ancient poetic stories, intro ducing them Hi th just

application and showing knowledge in history, philosophy,
and mechanics.

(3) He seems to have copied lithe sentiments and
expressions ll of the ancient passages.
given from

~

Temnest,

Midsun~er

Examples are

Night's Dr8am, and

Measure for Measure.
It is not to be supposed that Shakespeare used
extant English translations, because he translated Ovid
well enough to prove himself a good judge of that language.
Whalley says that signs of antiquity are not so
evident in Shakespeare as in Jonson

(1)

Shill~espeare

bec~use:

framed his plays to fit contemporary

opinions and used descriptions and

~ages

from the

current court.
(2) Because of his knowledge of nature and for his

great geniUS, he gave each character a marked unique
personality •. Because Shakespeare was

II • • •

never driven

to the common place topics", he did not join the inferior
poets in

v~iting

Lines

of such topics.

quoted~

Tne Tempest. IV. i. 101-102. (Ceres)
Dream. I. i. 3-6.
(Theseus)

MidsQ~er Ni?~t's
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Measure for Measure. III. i. 118;

121-120. (Claudio)
In line 121, the ¥mgazine has

IIdilated" spirit; Craig has·'delighted."
B.

-

p.48, January.

"Register of Books for January 1748. 11

--

"An enquiry into the learning of Shakespear. with
remarks on several passages of. his plays.
l~.

I:Jhalley, A. B. pl"'.

od.

By Peter

l~aller.1l

IIAn Answer to Hr. 1·J----'s preface to his edition
of Shakespeare
C.

pl"'. 6d."

Pp. 113-114, Narch. II Remarks .QB. Shakespear's Plays;
from ¥.lr. ~lhalley's Treatise."

-

Much of the obscure passages in Shakespeare's plays
were meaningful to his generation but lost on ours.
Therefore, many passages actually have a double meaning.
One example is Edgar's wildness and grotesqueness in
King Lear.
Lilly's plays,

H • • • which

consisted wholly of

affectation and conceit, contributed to spoil the taste
of that age. u

One of the features of Lilly's plays was

the alliteration which Shakespeare ridicules in passages
of Hidsummer Night's Dream,. Love I s
The Taming of the
~

~w

Suanish Tragedv) •.

also studied.

Lab~r"s

Lost, and

(which echoes two passages of

Some of Ben Jonson's plays are

!ulton may be vindicated from some recent
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cri ticism concerning his borr01.·dng from others.

"But,

allowing the fact of his borrowing, in what consists
the crime?

•• are not all authors whatsoever,

especially onere in lonGO, indebted to some others
for a sentiment or t\.olo?1I
Lines quoted:

D.

Midsl:rramer :i.'Jio)'ltls Drea.rn., V. i.
147-14S:-(?rologue)
Love's Labour~ Lost. IV. ii. 57.
(Holofernes)
The Hagazine has " • • • praiseful
princess, 11
and Craig has 11 • • • preyful princess. 1I
Taming of the Shr~. Induction. I.
i. 9-10. ( Sly)

p. 158, April. 1IAccount of Dr. Svlift, collected from
Mrs. Pilkington's Memoirs~~ (Mewoirs sent by G.F.)
Various experiences are recounted in Mrs. Pilkington's
Memoirs.

Dr. Swift frequently reminded her of Shakespearets

description of Cassius in Julius Caesar.
Lines quoted:
E.

p. 184, April.

Julius Caesar. I. ii. 202-203;
205-207. (Caesar)

liOn Shakespear. lI

(Alluciunculus)

llSurely poor Shakesnear has very bad hap,
For he still has a running, and still has a clap."
F.

P. 192, April.

lIRegister of Books for April 1748."

lIA supplement to vlarburton's edition of Shakespear.
pr.

l~.

Cooper. 11
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G.

p. 212# May.

Craftsman, May

14.

A brief introduction to liThe Progress of Corruption.
A Satire," is prefaced by the line#

thy blush?" from Hamlet.

11£

Shame, where is

The introduction censures the

author of a pamphlet# Faction detected, who says that
only men of no principle are ever discontented.
Line quoted:
H.

p. 312, July.

Hamlet. III. iv. 82. (Hamlet)

"!1rs. Pilkington's Account of Dr. Swift. 1I

Mrs. Pilkington's memoirs are continued.

At one

time Dr. Swift tested her memory by opening a volume of
Shakespeare at random and quoting one line of a speech
she was to finish.

She had said that she knew all of

Shakespeare, and she proved herself by finishing all of
the speeches to which Dr. Swift

refer~ed.

The first

passage to which Dr. Swift turned was from Macbeth,
llPut rancours in

~

vessel of &

peace."

She made

the same test of Dr. Swift's knowledge of Hudibras
whiCh he passed equally well.
Line quoted:
I.

11acbeth. III. i. 67. (Macbeth)

p. 361, August. IIDescription of the City of Lima,
l~om Betagh's Voyage round the world, who being
taken Prisoner Ex. the Spaniards, resided ~
~ in that City.""
The description of Lima consists primarily in a
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description of the customs of courting and love, besides
a few geographical and sociological facts.

In a story

of a jealous young woman who killed her lover after
seeing him with another wonmn, Shakespeare is quoted,
11T-..rifles light

~

air/Are to the jealous confirmations

stron",g. • • • 11
Lines quoted:
J.

Othello. III. iii. 322-324. (Iago)

pp. 502-505, November.
Orphan. 11

"Remarks on the Tragedy of the
---

Next to Shakespeare, Otway has been most applauded
as a dramatic poet.

Otwayls Orphan is studied for the

fable, manners, and sentiment.

In the fable, there is

no moral precept, except perhaps a dubious one that
blames Providence for misfortune.

It would have been

better if the character in the Orphan would have said,
as Edgar did in King Lear, liThe Gods are just, and of
our pleasant vices make instruments to scourge us."
Shakespeare IS moral teaching occurs in several plays-
King Lear, Othello, Richard II, Richard III, Measure
for Measure, and Macbeth.
The manners are not admired because the gentlemen
is the Orphan, supposed to have been trained well, do
not possess the qualities that one would expect of such
gentlemen.

The major female Character, Monimia, also
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lacks lIthat delicac:: and simplicity which we admire in
the Desdemona of

0~:..~.~:8 sueare.

11

The sentiments likewise are not in keeping with
ladies of delicacy and well-bred gentlemen.

Some are

lisa superla.tively gross as to need no censure • • • • 11
King Lear. V. iii. 170-171. (Edgar)

Lines quoted:
K.

pp.

551-553~

Orphan.

December. IIRemarks on the Trap;edy .Qf. the
Continued • • . 11 (N.S:J 

The only defense for the unseeming behavior of the
characters of Otway is the licentiousness of his
yet it is not an adequate defense.
example before him.

time~

Otway had good

In a footnote, it is explained

that Otway seems to have taken ideas from Cymbeline and
Othello.

It is true, though, that in Otway's time the

drama was not the best.
Perhaps the Orphan is such a play because Otway
was a "novice in his art. lI

Shakespeare, on the

was skilled in representing

virtue~

Othello,

Frosper~

contrary~

as shovm by Hamlet,

Bossanio, Antonio, and Macduff.

Shakespeare's women,

too~

were shown to have domestic

virtues; Desdemona, Ophelia,

~liranda~

Hero, Imogen,

Celia, Portia, and Jessica may be mentioned.

A speech

from Herry (:lives of Hindsor is included.
If Otway's abilities had been equal to his work, we
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would not now be shocked by his impiety.

Otway proves

what wise men have kno"wn, that virtue and genius are
closely related and that, to be a great poet, the primary
quali.fication is to be
Lines quoted:

L.

p.

576, December.

Il

a good man."

Merry "vives of Hindsor. II. i. 105
(liPs. Page)

107.

"Register of Books, December 1748. 11

tlAn atternpte to rescue that aunciente English poet

and play-wrighte, Maister Willaume Shakespeare, from the
many errours charged on him by certaine new-fangled
witts.

pr. l§.. 6d.

:L1anby. "

VOLul-lli XIX

1749
A.

p. 66, February.
varied. II

liThe signification of Hords nOH

The meaning of words changes through the years.
The changes in the word pedant may be seen by its uses
in Shakespeare (Twelfth Night), Addison, and Swift.
Leech is also another word whose usage has changed.
A new dictionary in progress should help the English
language to become more stable.
Line quoted:
B.

Twelfth Night. III. ii. 80.

P. 232, Nay. "Stanzas
the TOi-ln. 11
l~.

iQ.~.

G---ck, .QE:.

~

(¥~ria)

Talk of

Garrick had been recently married, and this

poem is the reaction of an audience member.

The ladies

of the t01-Jn, upon hearing the news, turn pale and look
as llwild as the witches in Hacbeth. lI

A line on bachelors

occurs at the head of the poem.
Lines quoted:

C.

Much Ado About Nothing. II. ii.

~2~ (Benedick)

"Epilogue to a Piece -not exhibited. 1I
The taste of the Britons often causes foolish

p. 327, July.

things to be done and to be admired.

~fuile

farce

and "Feedle-fee" gain the tOi'ln1s attention, Shake
speare IS 't-lork is performed only

II

now and then. II
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D.

p.

421, September.

II

(Random Jun)

A

~

Receipt to tame a Shre\-J'. II

Shakespeare's method of taming a shrew sometimes
works, but not always.

Another Kate who could not be

tamed by blows was tamed by the withholding of love
from her.
E.

p. 513, November. IIAbstract of the Case of Pen Lez,
£z Henry Fielding, ~. II EOndOil ReView, November

25.

Pen Lez was executed for rioting and looting, with
400 others, in the Strand.

Since Pen Lez was the only

one who was executed, many considered him a martyr.
Fielding opposes this view, and justifies the riot act.
Fielding claimed that he was writing the abstract because
of (1) the aspersions cast on his character for defending
the present government and (2) having the "milk of
humane kindness which Shakespear speaks of," he wished
a man who had been executed to be allowerl to rest
quietly in his grave.
Line quoted:
F.

p.

542,

December.

(B.C.)

Macbeth. I. v. 18. (Lady Macbeth)
Letter to Gentleman's ¥mgazine.

This letter answers, in a sharp satirical vein,
an earlier letter which suggested that former authors
(Chaucer and Spenser) will be better remembered if their
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works are modernized.

Such a suggestion is ridiculous.

Perhaps IIBa,iazet and Othello will be as fine gentlemen
as the best of us ll if they are put into modern dress.
G.

p. 580, Supplement.

ilList of Plays acted at

Drurv Lane Tneatre

=";';';;;""i..'

_

September

21 Merchant of Venice
27 IIHuch

~

doll

28 IIditto"
October
2 Hamlet

3 Hamlet
l.L. IIHuch
dOll
- -a 

5

llDitto ll

13 King

~

16 Hacbeth
17 llDi tto ll
20 Merchant Q£ Venice
27 H[mllet
28 nJelfth Night
November
2 Othello

3 lvIuch

~

do

~

Theatres. 1I
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8 King

~

13 Illacbeth
16 King Richard I I I
20 Harnlet
22 Othello
24 Othello
30 l1uch
do
-a December
1 Othello
30 Hacbeth
No. of performances--89
No. of plays presented--35
Covent Garden Theatre
September
26 Hamlet
30 Richard I I I
October
3 ,Qthello
4 IIDitto ll
12 Nacbeth
17 IlHerry 'vIi ves II
18

IIHerr~

l{i ves II

19 Julius Caesar
25 Measure for lieasure
26 King Henry

II
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6

1I~·li ves 1

l\Jindsor ll

9 Kino; Henry IV

14 Ivlacbeth

15

Hamlet

29 IlHerry 1rJives ll
No.

o~

performances--86

No.

o~

p1ays--26

VOLtJl-IE XX

1750
A.

p.

5, January.

llSome ACCOl..Ult of EdHard the Black Prince;
~ historical trQgedy,
attempted after the Manner of Sha~espeare~ ~ ~m.
Shirley~ Esg;t1

2£, The Tragedy of Poictiers:

A summary

o~

the plot

o~

the play is

given~

with

the promise that remarks will be printed later.
B.

p. 38, January. lIprologue iQ. the ~ Historical Play,
entitled, Edward the Black Prince; or, TIle Battle
of Poictiers. Spoken l?Y. I1r. Harvard. II
The author was "fired ll by' England's former glory
(and also by a desire to aim at Shakespeare's glory.)
The author desires only that the play excite patriotism
for England.

C.

p.

44, January.

lIList

2.f.

Plays acted

Drurz ~ Theatre

Januar;z,
1 Tempest

2

~est

3 Har.'.J.et
5 Te_I1l.E.est
19 Tempest
25 King

~

27 Much g,QQ,.
29 Hacbeth

~ ~

Theatres. ll
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No. of performances in month--26
No. of p1ays--15
Covent Garden
January
1 King Richard III
3 King Henry IV
12 Julius Caesar
15 l1easure f..2.£ I'leasure
16 King Henry V
17 King Henry IV
24 I1erry l'Jive s
No. of performances in month--26
No. of plays presented--21

D.

p. 96, February.

Drury

~

"List of Plays acted at the Theatres."
Theatre

February
12 Tempest
19 Richard II
22 Merchant of Venice
23 Much ado
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--15
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Covent Garden Theatre
February
15 Har.uet
19 Kinfi Henry V
24 King Henry V
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--17
E.

ltList of Plays acted &

p. 140, March.

ID.£. Theatres.

Drury Lane Theatre
March
10 Othello
15 Hamlet
29 Huch ado
No. of performances in month'--18
No. of plays presented--12
Covent Garden Theatre
I·larch
1 Romeo and-Juliet
3 Romeo and Juliet
5 Romeo and Juliet

6 Romeo and Juliet
8 Pomeo and Juliet
13 Hacbeth

I!
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19 Kin,'" i-Ienry IV
l~o.

-T

Ol.

perlor:n2JlCGS

" "

lD
"

mon"Gh - 18

No. or plays presented--13
l<'.

p. 152, April.

t:List of Plays acted Q1 the meatres. 11

Drury Lane 1beatre
April
19 Hardet
23 Hacbeth
27 Temnest
No. of perrormances in month--17
No. of plays presented--15
Covent Garden Tneatre
April
2 Richard III
16 t:Hackbeth ll
18 Romeo
and Juliet
---No. of performances in month--16
No. or plays presented--15
G.

p. 181, April.

£!.

liTo the Author of the Roman Father.

.§dl un1:no-vm Han d.

l!

(

H. )

-



'Ihe author of Roman Father is adwired and is
co~~ended
T~is

for reviving the glory or the British stage.

author removes all the other dramatic poets except

Shakespeare from the stage.
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H.

p. 192, April.
1750. 11
IIA

llBooks

a.."Y1d

Pamuhlets published, April

f'ree and familiar letter to that great ref'iner

of Pope and ShrJ{esueare, the Rev. Mr. Harburton.
a countl''Y curate.

I.

Pp. 252-253, June.
(T.P.)

6d.

By

Jones. II

Letter to Gentlements Magazine.

This letter-writer remarks on the Warburton edition
of' Shakespeare and, somewhat facetiously, gives examples
of' critical notes f'rom Tne Tempest and
II

~velf'th

Night to

shew hOlo[ much I think myself' beholden to the :!2lli edi tor

of our immortal Shakespeare. 1I
Lines quoted:

J.

The Tempest. V. i. 174. (l1iranda)
TIlelfth Night. IV. ii. 67. (Clo,~)

p. 356, August. Letter to Gentlemants Magazine. (John
Hall, surgeon)
An earlier question was posed as to whether poisons

existed that could kill at a distance.

The ancients

believed it could be done by magic; such an incident is
referred to in Shakespeare1s Hamlet which

II • • •

intro

duces a king poisoned in his sleep, by a montebank1s
holding a preparation whose effluvia, or steam kills
by affecting the olfactory nerves, as the audience may
well imagine. 1I

Natural causes include steams in mines

(lldampsll) and a small poisonous seed from 'I\lrkey.
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K.

pp. 362-363, August. Letter to the Gentlemants
Ma~azine.
(T.P.)
T. p. again gives his opinion of Warburton's edition
(Vlhich, one is told, hiarburton had, by this time, bought
up and burned).

The letter

~~iter

gives his ovm inter

pretation as well as Warburtonts notes on a passage in
Romeo and Juliet.
Lines quoted:

L.

p. 376, August.
On

Romeo and Juliet. I. iv. 37-41;
106-ilO:-(Romeo and Mercutio)

llHistorical Chronicle, August, 1750. 11

Saturday 4, a man Vlho had forged a note jumped

off Hay cliff Vlhich is nearly 336 feet high and described
by Shakespeare in King Lear.

lUthough the man did not

succeed in suicide, he was Vlounded seriously.

M.

p. 422, September. "The ~ Occasional Prologue, Spoken
at the Opening of Drury-Lane Theatre, Sept. 5, .£:i. Nr.
Garrick .ll
The actors and actresses who are loyal to the
theatre try for the best, from Hamletts mother to the
cobbler's wife.

The theatre is sacred to Shakespeare.

If the audience, however, will not attend King Lear or
Hamlet, the actors must change their fare, though they
know they are to "quit poets, and set carpenters to
work. II

Although the actors wish to perform great plays,

they will change:
to eat. 1I

1I0ur first great, ruling passion is-
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N.

p. 427, September.

IIList of Plays acted at both Houses. II

Drury Lane Theatre
September
8 Merchant of Venice (Shylock - Yates;
Portia - Mrs. Clive)
22 MerrL Wives of Windsor
25 Hamlet (Garrick)
28 Romeo

~~d

Juliet (Garrick and Bellamy)

29 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--ll
No. of plays presented--9
Covent Garden Theatre
Sel2.tember
28 Romeo and Juliet

---

29 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--5
No. of plays presented--3
O.

'

..

pp. 437-438, October. llA Comparison betHeen the Actors
at the Two Houses in the Play of Romeo and Juliet. 1I
Garrick is preferred in the role of Romeo at Drury
Lane to Barry in the same role at Covent Garden.

Miss

Bellamy at Drury Lane and Mrs. Cibber at Covent Garden
both have good and bad points in their portrayals of
Juliet.

The opinion of the two actresses is summed up
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wi th, "For my own part, I shed more tears in seeing
Mrs. Cibber, but I am more delighted in seeing Miss
Bellamy • • • 11

Another said, "At Covent Garden, I

saw Juliet and Romeo; and at Drury Lane, Romeo and
Juliet. "
p.

p.

~.38,

October. "Eel Pye.
Journal. October 27.
Dick likes eel-pye.

A Fable. 1I

Westminster



He was married, but eventually

had two mistresses, both of whom tried to win Dickfs
love by feeding him eel-pye.

Soon Dick grew tired of

eel-pye (it even made him sick) and finally he stayed
at home although his wife had died.

The poet suggests

replacing Dickfs narae with the public and eel-pye with
Shakespearets Romeo and Juliet.

Wny, he asks, must all

the theatres produce this one play?

Hhy must all the

actors (six of them) mouth repetitions?
Q.

IIPlays at the Theatres. 1I

p. 439, October.
Drury Lan e

..;;;.Th=e.;:;:a~t;;.r..;;;.e

October
15 As You Like It
No. of performances in month--16
No. of plays presented--12
Covent Garden Theatre
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October
17 Othello (Quin and 11rs. Cibber)
18 Merchant of Venice (Shylock - Macklin)
22 \1ives of Hindsor (Falstaff - Quin)
25 H~11et (Barry; Queen - Woffington;

Ophelia - Cibber)

26 -=-====-=
Richard III
and Cibber)
- (Quin
.
No. of performances in month--17
No. of plays presented--17
R.

p. 471, October.

liOn the Rlffi of Romeo and Juliet. 1I

This four-line poem reflects anger at the duplicate
performances of Romeo and Juliet.

s.

p. L~72, October.

liThe Occasional Prologue.
Covent-Garden Theatre. By ¥J.r. Barry. II

Spoken at

Tne actor reminds the members of an audience that
they have the choice of what is produced on the stage.
He also asks the audience to support Covent Garden
Tneatre, at least as well as the other theatre.

T.

Pp. 502-503, November. Letter to the Gentleman's
Magazine. (Philologus)
This letter answers a question concerning the use
of the caesura or dash.

This author confesses that he

cannot assign a precise use of it, but suggests that
the caesure can be an ellipsis (to show a missing part
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of a sentence or word) or a mark to indicate an abruDt
pause, longer than a pause meant by a period.
also denote voice changes.

It could

Examples of its use by

Milton and by Shakespeare in Julius Caesar and The

~

of Cardinal Wolsey [probably Henry VIII] are given to
strengthen the theory.
Lines quoted:

U.

Julius Caesar. IV. iii. 21-28. (Brutus)
34-35. (Cassius)

p. 521, November. "Beautyt s Value.
lI
~ §. corrected N.S.

By~.

This poem says that beauty is but

Shakespeare:

• • .a fleeting

II

good, a gloss, a glass, a flower,lI and once blemished,
can never be restored.
The manuscript is not identified.

V.

p. 524, November.

"Plays acted at

~

Theatres. 11

Drury Lane Theatre
November
1 King Lear

7 Much ado about Nothing
8 King Richard III

13 I1acbeth
21 Romeo and Juliet

23 Much ado about Nothing
26 Romeo and Juliet
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29 IL:::.ru (; t
No. oJ' pEn-'1'or:,.::c8.Dc es in m.onth--25
No. of plays presented--17
Covent Garden

TI~eatre

November
8 Hacoeth
12 Henr;r

lY

13 Hepry IV
14

~Ienry

IV

15 Henr:;r IV
16 Merchant 01' Venice
22 Julius Caesar
23 Henry

IT

24 Julius Caesar
26 Julius Caesar
27 Julius Caesar
29 Henry V
No. of performances in month--25
No. of plays presentect--15
1,1.

p. 528, November.

ll'Ihe Rosciad.

IIBooks published November 1750.:1
A poem. Is.

Robinson. 11

The editor explains that the poem concerns the
s~~oning

of actors to defend their qualifications for
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the roles they play.
~~.

llinong the actors are

Garrick, and Mr. Barry who claim,

~~.

~~ong

Quin,

other roles,

Brutus, Othello, lling John, Hamlet, Lear, Richard, Henry V,
Romeo, and Macbeth.

x.

p. 571, December.
Drury Lane

(None of them claim all the roles.)
IlPlays .§!;.cted at

~

Theatres. ll

TI~eatre

December

6 As YouLike
It
-18 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--12
Covent Garden Tneatre
November
30 Henry V
December
3 Othello

4

Measure for Measure

6 Merrv Wives of Windsor
8 Romeo and Juliet
11 Hamlet
15 Romeo and Juliet
17 Romeo and Juliet
27 Julius Caesar
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No. of performances in month--22
No. of plays
Y.

Index, Supplement.

~rescnted--16

Editor's note.

lI'lhe Gentleman who kindly f'avour'd us Hith Beauty's
Value, by Wm. Shakespeare, p. 521, is hurably intreated
to send us a copy of hfu letter, and the other poem, they
being unfortunately mislaid. II
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IIPlays acted at both Theatres. ll

p. 48, January.

Drury

~

Tneatre

January

3 As You Like II
7
11

m.
1.\<,713 If-l-'

vn

"'TO
1 .
.l\lgn."'C

~7elfth Ni~ht

30 Romeo and Juliet
No. of perfornances in month--26
No. of plays presented--17
Covent Garden Theatre
January
2 Herchant of Venice
11 King Henry IV
15 Hacbeth
17 Romeo and Juliet
18 King Henry IV
25 Herry

~vives

26 Romeo

~

of Hindsor

Juliet

No. of performances in month--26
No. of plays presented--16
B.

p. 92, February.

1
lIPlays acted
both
- -at
-- Theatres.:
~
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Drury Lane Theatre
February
13 Romeo and Juliet
16 Richard III
No. of performances in month--22
No. of plays presented--10
Covent Garden

TI~eatre

February
8 Henry IV
9 Othello
11 Romeo and Juliet
19 Julius Caesar
21 Henr,;r IV
23 King John
28 King John
No. of performances in month--21
No. of plays presented--16

c.

Pp. 119-121, 11arch. "A Specimen of a neVI PaDer entitled
the Literary Gazette. Observations on the late
"'P"e"rformance of Othello. II
-- --
Several llpersons of distinction ll performed Othello
before a

II

sel ec t audience. 1I

Instead of being hampered

by a lack of facilities, these performers rented the
Drury Lane Theatre for a night.

The reviewer of the

99
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Lite~ary

Gazette has no criticisms for the performance.

Othello and Iago '\-J'ere played l'much better than. • •
before. it

Cassio, Desdemona, and Roderigo lldeserved all

the applause they received on their delivering them.
One thousand
allowed.

il

men filled the theatre; women were not

The cast:

Othello, the elder Hr. Delaval;

Iago and Cassio, the Delaval brothers; Desdemona,

~~s.

Quon; Roderigo, Capt. Stevens; Emilia, }ws. Stevens.
D.

Pp. 121-122, Harch.

llAnother Account."

London Evening

~.

This account of the performance of Othello also
gives much credit to actors and actresses.

The actors

i-lere "constant in their attention," "gracefully proper
in their deportment," llnot in the least offensive in their
action. ll
By noting that there Here llbeaux, belles, senators. • • "
at the theatre, it implies that women were present.
list of the characters is given.

A

It notes that streets

were so crowded with carriages that people had to walk
through dirt to get to the theatre and provided

"•
E.

ll
• .good diversion and benefit for pickpockets.

Pp. 122-123,
(B.C.)

~mrch.

Letter to

y~.

Urban from Cambridge.
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This letter is critical

o~

Othello, noting that vanity is one
characteristics

o~

~lattery o~

Such an instance

appeared in the

o~

the

chie~

o~

which he is the

this vanity and

per~ormance o~

whom the ambition

o~

the human mind, and that every

man is pleased with that
object.

per~ormance o~

the

~lattery

Othello by persons to

acting is a low one.

It is proper

that gentlemen should learn to speak in public with
co~idence

and with proper emphasis and gestures, but

this skill should be a part
good for young men to

o~

per~orm

their education.

It is

in plays during their

school years, but such acting should end 1uth their
~ormal

F.

education.

PP. 136,

Harch.

A notice is given

o~

the performance

at Drury Lane Theatre on T.hursday, March
NOTE:

G.

p.

1751. 11

IIHistorical Chronicle, ¥larch
o~

Othello

7.

Pages 137-1L~ are missing in 'the March,
issue.

152, April.

llPlays acted at the Theatres. ll

Drury Lane Theatre
April

.

11 Much Ado About Nothing

23 Hamlet

1751,
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25 Huch Ado ..!J.bout Nothil},g
No.

o~

performances this month--18

No.

o~

plays presented--16

Covent Ga:eden Tneatre
April
16 Henry VIII
19 Othello
20 Hamlet
25 King John

H.

No.

o~ per~ormances

No.

o~

p. 239, Hay.

this month--18

plays presented--17

IIPlays acted .§;i the 'Iheatres. 1l

Drurv... -L~De Theatre

May
7 Richard III
17 Hamlet
No.

o~ per~ormances

No.

o~

this month--16

plays presented--16

Covent Garden Theatre
April
30 Romeo and Juliet
May

-

1 Julius Caesar
6 Merchant of Venice
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No. of performances this month--16
No. of plays presented--16

I.

P. 373, August. "Sonnet, .Qll. l'1r. Popers Legacy to Hr •
. l'larburton. 11
A footnote reveals that Popefs legacy read as
folloHS:

III give and begueath to 11r. Harburton

property of all such of
he

~

~.

II

't-Jri tten,

~

~

.....v.QG
'

works already printed,

~

shall H"ri te commentaries or notes

The age is a declining one vlhich permits Pope f s

works to be decked Hi th llribbald nonsense 1I and llbaleful
weeds. 1I
~o

Shakesp eare r s 1-lOrks will also either be doomed

carry Warburtonfs notes forever or sink into oblivion

because of the
J.

II

found fring weight.

p. 431, September.

II

TlPlays acted. ll

Drury Lane Tr...e a tre
September
10 Merchant
of Venice
.

16 Hamlet
20 Romeo and Juliet
26 King Richard III
(1\/[1". Hos sop portrays King Richard
III. Although he has never been
on the English stage, he has won
the high opinion of the tm-m in
the role. He was a celebrated
Irish actor. )
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27 King Richard III
28 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances this month--13
No. of plays presented--ll
Covent Garden Theatre
September
none of

Sh~{espeare's

plays presented

No. of performances in month--4
No. of plays presented--3
K.

p. 478, October.

llPlays acted."

Drury Lane Theatre
October
1 Richard III
5 Richard III
11 Much Ado About Nothing
19 Romeo and Juliet
21 Hamlet
No. of performances this month--26
No. of plays presented--15
Covent Garden Theatre
October
7 Romeo and Juliet
9 Othello
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11 Hamlet
15 Hom£2. and Juliet
23 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances this month--24
No. of plays presented--ll
L.

p. 479, October.

:~:i:Te1"r

Books, &·c. published Oct. 1751. 1I

IIA prologue and epilogue to Romeo and Juliet,

spoken by the gentlemen of the royal academy at
Greenwich.
l".I:.

p.

558,

6d. 1-J. 01..r en.

December.

1I

liTo the printerof the Dublin Journal. 1I

It is important that a country erect monuments to
its geniuses in order to encourage others.

A noted

Frenchman once said that it was his misfortune not to
have been born an Englishman.
mon~~ents

At the time of his remark,

had just been erected to Shakespeare and Newton

This contributor has erected a hippodrome in which
three days yearly are to be celebrated in memory of
Jonathan Swift.

Dances and races are to be held the

first day, contests for yarn-making the second, and
livestod-c competition the third.
N.

p.

565,

December.

"Vel"ses 1,,:po"Ce on seeing 1'11"3. Hoffington

~pear in the Characters of Andromache, Hermione, and
Lady TO'l-ml ey • II
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}~s.

Woffington's acting is admired.

she excites the proper passions.
left the stage but
ba~k.

}~s.

Virtue had long ago

Woffington has helped bring it

By her rendering of Shakespeare's lines, she

helps to improve the morals of the
O.

p.

In each role,

count~.

566, December.

lISocrates on Death.
T-i'8....YJ.slated from
Platols Apology in Shakespearels manner.,l (RiderrThis passage is a great deal like Hamletls soliloquy.

The first line of this poem is liTo be or not to be; that
is the question!1f

The similitude of this translation

from Plato to Shakespearels
Il H

Ha~~et,

says the author,

ill vindicate the attempt of translating it in

Shakespeare's style, and it may serve as a proof that
he ~hakespear~ understocd more Greek, than the generality,
even of his admirers, will allow.
Lines quoted:
p.

p.

1I

Hamlet. III. i.

56-90. (Hamlet)

568, December. IIPrologue, at the Revival of Ji:Nery
man in his Humour.
Spoken 2.Y. rrlr. Garrick. T l

Mr. Garrick urges the audience not to scorn Ben
Jonson t s pl.ay merely because it is a century old and
may not be as refined as modern plays.

Surely there

is some merit in scenes vlhich lICambden patroniz' d,
and Shakespear play l d. If

lob
(1751 )
Q.

p. 574, December.

IINel-J Books,

& c.

published Dec. 1751. 11

llRemarks on a late edition of ShakesDear.
:Norris. II
R.

p. 575, DecG...'1lber.

II

Plays acted. II

Drury Lane Theatre
December
16 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--13
Covent Garden

~~eatre

December
3 Merchant of Venice
21 Romeo

ill1Q

Juliet

26 King Richard III
30 Merchant of Venice
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--11

bg,.
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A.

?

43, January. nPlays 5lcted at Drury LaL'1.e ll and il?lays
acted at Covent Garden. II
Drurx Lane Tneatre
JanuaI'y
6 1'Helfth Night
,

8 Much Ado About Nothing
15 Richard III
17 King Lea:t
21

Merchant of Venice

22 Twelfth Night
23 Much Ado About

Nothin~

27 Romeo and Juliet
28 l1acbeth
29 llNackbeth l1
No. of performances in month--26
No. of plays presented--20

Covent Garden Theatre
December

31 Romeo and Juliet
Januarz
4 Hamlet
15 nomeo and Juliet

23 Romeo and Juliet

loB
(1752)
No. of performances in month--25
No. of plays presented--18
B.

pp. 46-47, January.

lIBooks publish'd in January 1752.: 1

lIA new edition of Shakespeare's works, with a
glossary, from the Oxford edition in 4 to. in 9 pocket
volumes.

16~.

Knapton. II

lIMiscellaneous observations on the tragedy of
Hamlet.

c.

l~.

Clarke. II

p. 54, February.

Covent-Garden Journal, No. 9

m~d

10.

The journal gives some transactions of people
known as lIRobin-Hoodians,lI

supposed to be descendants

of those who built the Tower of Babel.

In Journal No.9,

a Mr. Mossop was commanded to show by what authority he
acted with the style and dignity of

}~cbeth.

In

Journal No. 10, l1r. Mossop said in defense that (1) he
did not try to emulate Mr. Garrick in the character of
Macbeth, (2) Mr. Garrick was not immortal, and (3) if
care was not taken to encourage those with the greatest
theatrical talent, the stage will die with Garrick.
D.

p. 91, February. "Plays acted
acted ~ Covent Garden. lf
Drury Lane Tneatre
February

&

Drury Lane" and "Flays
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3 Richard III

8 Ivlacbeth
11 King Richard III
29 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--20
No. of plays presented--12
Covent Garden Theatre
January
31 Romeo and Juliet
February
1 Othello
7 Merchant of Venice
8

Romeo and Juliet

--

10 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--20
No. of plays presented--16
E.

p. 147, March.

IIBooks publishtd in March 1752. 11

liThe beauties of Shakespear, regularly selected
from each play.

By the Rev.

Hall, Cambr. 2 vola.
F.

V~.

Dodd, B. A. of Clare

6~.t1

p. 147, March. "Plays acted at Drury-Lane ll and "Plays
acted at Covent Garden."
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Drury Lane Theatre
Harch
3 King Lear
12 Othello
19 Much Ado About Nothing
30 Nacbeth
31 Romeo

~

Juliet

No. of performances in month--14
No. of plays presented--14
Covent Garden

~~eatre

March
16 Henrx. IV
17 Macbeth
30 King Henry V
No. of performances in month--14
No. of plays presented--13
G.

p. 198, May.

Editor's note.

lIA. B. 's Remarks on the Tragedy of King Lear, and
the Poem from
----this Nonth,
H.

p. 214,

r~y.

North

.~erica,

-with

other Pieces omitted

shall have Place in our next. II

--

------

General Evening Post, rfuy 9. (Brother)

This letter from a brother to ,his sister Susan
contains opinions on Lord Orrery's Remarks Qg the Life
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and Hri tings of' Ik. Swift.

Lord Orrery and D:.". S',.;if't

were close f'riends.
In general, Lord Orrery t s boole is cOJ:11.'l".ended.

However, sometimes Lord Orrery misapplied his genius.
To read the Remarks • • • is to be pleased at one time
and displeased at another.

Lord Orrery praises his

f'riend's strengths, and discloses Swif'tt s

wea~~esses,

which the letter writer thinks is unworthy of a friend.
The brother quotes Shakespeare's Julius Caesar f'or this
criticism.

Other letters to Susan on the subject are

to follow.
Lines quoted:

I.

pp. 253-255, June.

Julius Caesar. IV. iii. 86-87.
(Cassius)
Letter to Gentleman's Magazine.

(A.B.)

This author wishes to point out the beauties of
Shakespearets King Lear.

An abstract of' the story of

Lear as recorded in British history is given.

Shake

speare emphasized some parts 9f' the story and left out
others in order to heighten the drama and moral of the
play.

Lear's madness, inserted into the play, has been

treated by Shakespeare in a manner that has never been
equalled.
The weaknesses of the play, except one, may be
overlooked because of the many excellencies.

One
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weakness which could have been corrected is that
Cordelia and Lear die.

f~.

Tate, however, has revised

the play to eliminate this.

(In a rootnote the editor

quotes Addison from Spectator, No.

44,

in Hilich Addison

takes the opposite view.)
Shakespeare succeeded in making Lear1s character
c0nsistent.
his

lI

Lear is seemingly always struggling with

choleric humour!! but never quite restrains it

completely.
Lines quoted:

J.

p. 291, June.
Remarks. II

King Lear. III. ii. l6-2h. (Lear)
49-55. (Lear)
V. iii. 231-232. (Albany)
I. i. 123-128. ( Lear)
I. iv. 316-317. (Lear)

IIBooks publish1d, in June 1752; Hith

An advertisement ror subscriptions for ·,1. Bradfol"'d,

a mathematics teacher, names the places where the sub
scriptions might be taken.

One or them is by llYir. Clarke

a t the Shakespear I s head, behind;the Royal Exchange. II
K.

p. 378, August. IIYesterday.!l
The poet tries to recall what he and his friend
did

lI

yes terday.1I

They are sure they have sinned, but

remember also the good they have done.
One relieved a man condemned ror poverty by
him gold.

glv~ng

The other saved a woman rrom violation.

If
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they so persist, their lives Hill be 1-Jorth-Hhile.
Line quoted:

L.

?

Romeo 2nd Juliet. V. i. 75.
(Apothecary)

426, September.

llA Letter from the Country to
Young Lady in London.!!

.§:.

The poet will imagine the scenes in London, since
he is in the country during the winter and ha3 nothing
of interest to

v~ite.

He mentions several actors,

Garrick and Barry among them, and suggests several of
Shakespeare1s plays, including Nerchant of Venice (by
mentioning Shylock).
mentioned.

Falstaff and Richard are also

The poet also imagines a ball, a concert,

and a night at the court.
M.

p. 458, October.

Letter to Gentleman1s Magazine.

(~.C.)

The habit of Highland clansmen of placing sprigs
of different trees in their bonnets to identify their
clan is explained.

In Macbeth, it appears that the

whole lIBirnham ll wood is moving.

A.ctually, the attack

was in the summer, and, since more branches and twigs
were available for the men to wear,it did appear that
the Birnham wood moved.
N.

p. 457 (mistake in pagination of the magazine), October.
lIExtract of ~ Letter fx'om Colchester, ds.ted Augus-~. 18,
1752, printed in ~ of the News Papers.!!
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A man returned to England to bury his wife, but
seemed mysterious.

Upon questioning, he revealed that

his wife, with whom he had lived in Europe after conVincing
her to leave England to marry him, was still married to
another man.

She confessed the fact on her death bed.

Her second husband had not known this.

The second

husband sat so solemnly by the coffin of his i"ife that
the scene resembled a part of Romeo

~

Juliet.

The

first husband was notified of the woman's death and
both husbands attended her to her grave.
O.

pp. 459-461, October. tIObservations on Shakespearels
Falstaff. t1 (P.T.)

Rowels

Lif~

of Shakespeare is quoted, noting that

the character of Falstaff originally was Oldcastle.

In

discussing the meaning of the line from I Henry IV,
t1£ti..2.1..£ lad of the castle,t1 Harburton is quoted giving
the reason for this line as a mistake made by Shake
speare.

Wnen Shakespeare substituted Falstaff for Old

castle, he forgot to delete the expression that alluded
to his name.

Warburton quoted from Buller's Church

History for proof that Falstaff replaced Oldcastle on
the stage.
Such a tale is not credible, because Shakespeare
ivrote, not under Queen Mary, but under Queen

~~izabeth,
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who was pushing for reformation.

Could Shakespeare

have made a buffon out of a man whom the Roman
Catholics hanged and burned as a heretic?

It is hard

to believe that Shukespeare would do so to the memory
of a man who was one of the foremost llEnglish reformers
and Protestant martyrs. ll
It was actually the Roman Catholics earlier rather
than Shakespeare who caused Oldcastle to be presented on
stage as a coward and buffon.

}'ullerts Worthies and

Speed's Chronicle are references for this claim.

Pill

early play called The famous victories of Henry V con
taining the honourable

b~ttle

of Agincourt presented

Oldcastle as a buffon, Jockie Oldcastle.

Shakespeare

had this play before him Hhen he wrote his,

II

no doubt

on it,ll but added to the bui'foon's character and cha:c.ged
the name to Falstaff, perhaps in some measure to relieve
Oldcastle's memory.
It is also hard to believe that, if Shakespeare
had been ordered to alter the name as Warburton claims,
he 'Hould have llcarelesslyll left anything in that should
not remain.
The line of Henry IV previously quoted should be
read,

::~

is the honey, my old lad, of the cas tle.

(The Castle was a tavern.)

n~is

is in reply to

II
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Falstaff

I

S

question, tlls not my hostess of the tave::'n

amos t sweet wench? 11
As another proof that Shill{espeare did not

in~Gnd

for Falstaff to represent Oldcastle, the critic cites
the

~pilogue

of 2 Henry IV, ilPor Oldcastle died a

marty~

and this is not the man. 11
Addenda support his theory that the tavern was the
Castle, not the Boar, as some contDnd.
Lines quoted:

p.

p.

479, October.

I Henry IV. I. ii. 46. (Prince)
II Henrv IV. Epilogue. 33.
"Plays acted."

nr-ury Lsne Tneatre
Septembe:::>
19 Mer8nant of Venice

26 Henry VIII

30 Richard III
October

9 Henry VIII

-

13 Romeo and Juliet

16 Eacbeth
"d
"'" ·t
llucn
liO 1.i..JOU,
19 1,~,

20

Ro~eo ~

23 Hamlet

24

Henry VIII

",T
~-h';·~ 0'
l',O",,~~_JJ.c)

Juliet
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25 Romeo

~

Juliet

30 Nacbeth
No. of performances--29
No. of plays presented--21
Covent Garden Theatre
September
22 Richard III
October
6 Merchant of Venice
16 King Lear
17 King Lear
21 Romeo and Juliet
24 Othello
30 Macbeth
No. of performances--28
No. of plays presented--19

Q.

p. 510, November.
(Benevolus)

Letter to Gentleman's }hgazine.

This letter advocates a rr.other1s breast-feeding
of her child.

One of the many reasons for doing so is

heightening of the affection for a child that is
suckled over one that is not.

Two lines of Laqy Macbeth

are quoted, in which she says that she knows the tender
love for the babe that she nursed.
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Ymcbeth. I. vii. 54-55. (Lady BQcbeth)

Lines quoted:
R.

p. 530, November. 11 On seeino: 1J1r. Barry and 11ir3. Gibcer
in Romeo ill1.d Juliet. II (Rider)
TI~e

poet was much affected by both performers and

says that, while i-latching these tvlO, lI ar t is nature,
nature art in thee. lI
S.

p. 530, November. Letter to Gentlem~Drs Magazine and
liTo Hr. Garrick. lI
-_.
A fifty-three year old country gentleman
express his delight in seeing

~~.

w~ites

to

Garrick perform.

Previously, he had told his young neighbors in the
country that Booth, Powell, and Gibber could not be
outdone.

But upon seeing Garrick, he decides that the

impossible had been achieved--one actor vho can perform
all parts well.

Lear, Richard III, Hamlet, and

are mentioned as roles that Garrick does well.

~~cbeth

because

the gentleman is not a poet, he dedicates a poem written
earlier by Mr. Randolph to

T.

p. 535, November.
Drury

~

~~.

Riley, an actor.

lIPlays acted."

Tneatre

November

3 King Lear

--

9 Merchant of Venice
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10 Romeo and Juliet
13

~

ado about Nothing

17 Hamlet
18 JYIacbeth
20 King Lear

24

Richard III

25 As You

~

It

No. of performances in month--25
No. of plays presented--21
Covent Garden Theatre
November
13 Romeo

a~d

Juliet

18 Romeo and Juliet
21 Merchant of Venice

24 Romeo

~

Juliet

28 Hamlet
No. of performances in month--25
No. of plays presented--19

Mr. Garrick has attempted to keep vice out of the
theatre by not showing London Cuckolds, as was the custom,
on Lord Mayor's Day.

He also tried to keep folly from

the theatre by ridiculing some acts brought from Sadler's
Hells and the Fair to Covent Garden Theatre.

A group of

townspeople went to Drury Lane to damn the performance.
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One of the group threw an apple on stage and hit
Woodward, a comedian.

}~.

This ridicule resulted in

humorous accounts of the !lbattle" "oet\<Teen Garrick
and Woodward and the Inspector.
U.

p. 568, December.

rIPe Letter from Henry llood1-l8.rd,
meanest of all characters, to Dr.
John Hill, Inspector General ~ Great Britain, ~
greatest of all Characters. ode Cooper. ll

Comedian,~

An opening quotation is from Romeo

~

JUliet,

III do remember an apothecary • • • ll Mr. Hooduard
\<Trites of the incident described above.

~~.

Hill,

the Inspector, has said that a comedian is lithe meanest
of all characters.!I

HoodHard claims that this status

would have been Yir. Hill's character

1I

.if he had

possessed sufficient abilities to have acquired it. 1J
Woodw~d,

then lists six roles in Hhich

~~.

Hill failed.

Tnis letter had three editions in a feH days.
Line quoted:
V.

Romeo and Juliet. V. i. 37. (Romeo)

pp. 582-583, December.

llPlays acted.!I

Drury Lane Theatre
December
2 Henry VIII

4 Hacbeth

14

As

You Lil{e It
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20 Hamlet

26

~

You

~

It

No. of perfor.mances in month--25
No. of plays presented--14
Covent Garden Theatre
December
1 Othello

6 Romeo and Juliet
18 Romeo and Juliet
No. of perfor.mances in month--25
No. of plays presented--18

VOL1JlliIE XXIII
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A.

Pp. 9-12, JB.n.uar,.Y,.
TI~e

Letter to Hr. Urban. (P.Q.)

letter writer might seem to be as disturbed

over a little matter as was Othello over Desdemonats
loss of her handkerchief, but he means it only as good
advice to the ladies.
The fashion of woments baring their shoulders is
deplorable.

A survey of ancient fashions shows that

decency in all but a few cnuntries required people to
be· covered.

The Spartans made their virgins 't-J"ear slits

in their garments in order to show the fineness of their
skin and to promote marriage.

If the unmarried Homen or

today would admit that they dress as they do in order to
attract men, they could then oblige the married women
to cover up and half the competition would be gone.
Also, we would be llmore than half way towards a refor
mation. II

To day, no man 'Hould suspect the honor of his

lady if he heard another man describing her private
marks.

But Posthumus was suspicious when he was told

. of the mole on II/logen I s left breast.

[from CymbelineJ

Lines from Hamlet open the article.
Line quoted:

Hamlet. I. iii. 36. (Laertes)
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B.

p. 38, January. r:E.'J.e Horld, NO.1, Thursday, Jo.nuary 4.
It To be continued every Thursday.
Adam Pi tz-Adam.,
Esq.; II

.ex.

Among the remarks pertinent to the beginning of a
ne1V' paper (such as, "There are only

t1.'lO

subjects l.oJ'hich

• • .I Shall absolutely disclaim touching upon. • •
religion and politics. lI

)

the author claims that he will

be very sparing in his use of Latin mottoes at the head
of his article.

Although he realizes that, to those who

can only read English, the mottoes provellentertaining ll
al'ld "satisfactory,ll yet he also realizes that, in the
opinion of those

t~O

can read Latin, the custom is, as

Shakespeare says, "more honoured in the breach than the
observance. lI
Line quoted:
C.

Hamlet. I. iv. 16. (Hamlet)

PP. 50-51, January.

lIList of Plays acted at

Drury Lane Thea tre

January

4 Much

Ado About Nothing

8 THelfth Night
11 Merchant of Venice

17 Much Ado About Nothing
18 King Richard III

24

Romeo and Juliet

~

Theatres. 1I
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27 THelfth I\Tight
31 As You Like It
perfQr~ances

No. of

in month--26

No. of plays presented--19
Covent Garden Tneatre
January
1 Romeo and Juliet

4
6

of Venice

Merch~nt
Kin~

=.:=

Richard  III

26 Merchant of Venice
No. of performances in month--26
No. of plays presented--22
D.

llList of Plays acted at the Tneatres. lt

p. 99, February.

Drury Lane Theatre
February

5

Henry VIII

23

Richal~d

II

No. of performances in month--22
No. of plays presented--ll
Covent Garden

~~eatre

February

5

Romeo D_nd Juliet

No. of per:C'oI'ma.."'l.CES in month--22
No. of plays presented--14
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E.

p. 126, 11arch. 11 RemD.l'"'kson Shakespeare IS Love I S Labour
Lost. Act IV, near the Ro.d. II (P. T • )
Dodd 1 s edition of Shcl{8Speare (Beauties of Shake
sneare.)tri es to explain more clearly than 'darburton or
Tneobald two lines from Lovels Labour Lost.
lIP.nd 't-nen love speal{s, the voice oi' all the gods
Ymke s heaven drOVlSy Hi th the harmony.:i
Dodd says that the lines

me~~

that while Love is

speaking, all. the rest of the gods' nonsense makes
heaven

dro~'lsy.

The text could, hOHever, be emended to read:
"And 't-men love speaks, the voice makes all
the gods
Of heaven drowsy Hith the harmony.1I
This Change would mean that when Love species, the
sound is so harmonious that it lulls the gods, even

Love himself, to sleep.
Lines quoted:

F.

p. 147, l1arCh.

Drury

Lovels Labour~ Lost. IV. iii.
344-345:-DBiron~

IIPl9-Ys acted."

~

TJ;l.eatre

February

28 Henry VIII
l"Tarch

13 !:dl. You Like It
26

~

Ado About Nothing
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29 Romeo and Juliet
No. of perforY:lD.:nces in month--21
No. of plays presented--13
Covent Garden Theatre
IvIarch

19 Henry IV
No. of performances in month--27
No. of plays presBnted--17
G.

p. 173, April.

Adventurer, No. 46, April 14.

The person who detracts from another1s good name
is one who has the most disgrace in human nature.
Shakesp eare said that "L-lhoevGr tal\:es

11.

•

•

from me my

good name, enriches not himself, but makes me poor
indeed. II
claim that

There is something cowardly in those \-iho
tl~ey

do not

InlOW

the validity of a report,

although they report the rur.1or, nevertheless.
One should try never to say anything that would
dishonor himself if it were reported to the world.
Private conversations should never be revealed, and
one Should never reveal the weaknesses of an otherwise
good person.
Lines quoted:
H.

p. 201, April.

Othello. III. iii. 157-161. (Iago)

"Plays acted."
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Drury L8ne Theatre
April
2 Othello

7 Richard III

23 As You Like It
No. of perfer mances in month--l.5
No. of plays presented--l.5
Covent Garden Tneatre
Auril
*

2 Hmnlet

.5 Othello

23 Merchant of Venice
No. of performances in month--18
No. of plays presented--14
I.

p.

247,

Hay.

IIList of Plays acted at the Theatres. ll

-

---

Drury Lane Tneatre
Hay

1 Hamlet

2 Henry VIII

6 Hacbeth

8 Romeo and Juliet
9 Richard III
18 Herry Hives of Uindsor
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23

v·

L

~~

No. of performances in month--21
No. of plays presented--21
Covent Garden Tneatre

-

Mav
4 Romeo and Juliet

7

~ulius

C2.8Sar

14 Julius Caesar
18 Richard III
19 Romeo and Juliet
24 Romeo

lli~d

Juliet

26 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--22
No. of plays presented--18
J.

P. 250, Nay.

llBooks publish1d in J:vIay; 'Hith Remarks."

"Shakesnear illustrated.

2 vols. 5s.

the author of the Female (:).uixote.
contain 9 entertaining novels"

Eillar.

--These volumes

and a play of Plautus,

elegantly translated from the Italian, French, Latin
and Danish; the
stories

author exhibits them as the ol"iginal

on which the following plays of Shakespear

are founded.

By
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Plays

From

Othello

Giraldo Cinthio's
Hecatomythi, novel 7.
decad 3.

Measure for Measure

Ditto novel

Romeo and Juliet

Novel 9. of Bandello

Cyrnbeline

Boccace Decam.
2d day.

novel 9,

All's well tha t ends
,'Jell

Boccace Decam.
3d do..y.

novel 9,

Twelfth night

Novel 36. of Bandello

Macbeth

Hollingshedls chronicle.

5.

decad 8.

Vol. II
vlinter's tale

Dorastus and Faunia

Com. of errors

MeneehDu of Plautus

Hamlet

Ambeth a Danish Story.

A parallel is afterwards drawn between the play
and the novel, and the difference is critically remarked. lI
K.

Pp. 255-256, June. IIp.n Account of' the Novel ~ Play
of Romeo and Juliet;\.££.2m Shakespear Illustratea.. lI
This account is given as only an

ex~~ple

of the

work done in Shakespear Illustrated.
Tne original novel of Romeo and Juliet

vIaS

vIri tten

in Italian by Bandello, translated into French, and from
French into English.

It is obvious that

Sh~{espeare
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~~ote

from the translation rather than from tho original

because he would not have copied tho translation if ne
had known the original.

Several exo.nples are given,

shoHing t.'1a t the original 1:lOuld have made the better
draI11'l tic

'Hork.

For example, in the original, Romeo is

,not ye't dead in the monument 'i'lhen Juliet awakens from
her drugged sleep and, therefore, Romeo's last moments
are even more pathetic than in the translation because
joy and despair are mingled.

Pope says that Shakespeare IS

characters lIare nature herself,tl not copies, and others
characters

are like a::--tifical

a reflexion. 1I

rainbo~{s,

I

lI a reflexion of

In the 'tvri ting of Homeo Q;Q.9,. Juliet, though,

it is Shill{espeare who copies another writer.
L.

p. 287, June.

lIVerses

~

reading Shakespear. 1I

Shakespeare 1 s genius ranged Hide in thout the lJaid of
artllor

lI

cr itick 1 s rules. 1I

In order to enjoy Shal-::espeare,

one should read his plays over and over.

If one chances

to see Garrick perform, Shakespeare Hill be admired even
more.

Shakespeare

II

drained 'l neither Greek nor Latin

tales, because he had enough talent

c~

his own.

Jonson

and Fletcher had too muCh art to compare well with
Shakespeare.
The stories of Richard III and Julius Caesar are
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summarized to Show the impact of the emotions in
Shakespeare's plays.
E.

p. 331, July.
tlCharactp:r of Lo·rd Bolingbroke. 11
Gazetteer, June 19. (Z)-----

::Jaily

Lord Bolingbroke was not a genius, if that term is
used in the correct sense.

He had

11

extraordinary talents,

11

which phrase means merely that he was more talented than
most.

Genius can only be in three areas:

physic in

mechanics, poetry, and.zovernnlent.

Shakespeare is listed

as one of the geniuses of poetry.

It seems that in

Bolingbroke1s

v~itings,

as in others, there are only plans

or promises rather than actual performances.
gained his reputation, like

others~

Bolingbroke

llrather from attempting,

than effecting any thing. • • • tl
N.

p.

422,

September. Adventurer, No. 90, September

A man relates a

dre~l

15.

in which the authors of the

world are to sacrifice upon a flaming altar the worst
parts of their works.
are described.

Many authors and their sacrifices

Shakespeare offers

Jr • • •

a long string

of puns • . • a small parcel of bombast, and a pretty
large bundle of incorrectness.

H

The two chief priests

complimented Shakespeare on his works.
O.

P.444,

September.

llPlays acted at the Theatres.!!
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Drury Lane Theatre
September
13 As You Like It
25 Ri<:b8:cd I I
27 Much Ado About noth:tnr;
No. of performances in month--10
No. of plays presented--10
Covent Garden Tneatre
September
21 Richo.r·d III
No. of performances in month--9
No. of pJa ys presen ted--7
p.

11Plays acted at the Theatres. II

p. 493, October.

Drury Lane Theatre
October
3 Hacbeth
4 Romeo and Juliet

5

Ro~

and Juliet

6 lIenry VIII
11 Henry VIII
16 Hamlet
19 Romeo and Juliet
26 Richard III

-. ".J

--"-'

\l7:;'j)

No. of perfonnances in month--23
No. of plQYs presented--18

Covent Garden TIL82tre
October
10 Romeo and Juliet
11

Ro~oo

anc

J~liet

12

RO~80

and Juliet

-

13 ROI"eo and Juliet
15 1~om8o

.£ES.

Juliet

18 Ro~eo and Juliet
22 As You L:5_ke
23

nOYI"'--'"'
;.1.
._.~\..JU

II

n J11' -i et

"'"
~

....... _..L..

25 Romoo and Juliet
27 Othello
No. of performances in month--21
No. of plays presented--13
Remarks from Gray I s-I11-11 Journal.

i.- pantomime Has

introduced at Drury Lane, which seems surprising since
I'll". Garrick is the firs t

to do. so.

He probably produced

it to please the audience.
Tne prologue to another short
£n~lis~&an

in Paris, was

was much admired.

v~itten

by

entertailli~ent,
l~.

Garrick, and

It was encored every night.
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In Covent Garden TDeatre, Romeo was played by

}~.

Barry and Juliet Has Hiss Nossi ter, a new actress "rho
shows great promise.
Remarks from the Monitor.
production of Othello, Hrs.

In Covent Garden Tneatrels

~~my

played Desdemona.

uke

Nonitor saysthat lIno part has been better represented
in our memory. • • • II
Q.

PP. 539-540, November.

i1Plays acted at the TDeatres. J1

Drury Lane 1neatre

---"-

November
9 Henrv
, VIII
13 Nacbeth
15 Kinr; Lear
20 As You LikeIt
21 Hugh AdQ About Nothing
22 ~
Kiner Lear
28 R:i.chord III
No. of performance.s in month--26
No. of plays presented--22
Covent Garden 1neatre
November
3 Homeo and Juliet

24 Romeo and Juliet
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No. of performances in month--26
No. of plays presented--20
R.

p. 589, December.

liPlays acted at the Tl:leatres. ll

Drury 1811e Thea"ere
DecernD er

17 Henry VIII
18 Richard III
No. of performances in month--24
No. of plays presented--14
Covent Garden

~~eatre

December
3 Homeo and Juliet
8 Romeo and Juliet
18 Romeo and Juliet
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--13

VOLulJ~E

X:XIV

1754
A.

P. 47, January.
Drury

~

IIPlays acted at the 'lneatrcs.:1
Tneatre

January

7 'I'l-Ielf'th iTight

9 Ricl1.8..l"d I I I
12

~ ~

About Nothing

' -'un
-'
14 ,Tl'l8..COe
I.

15 Romeo and Juliet

17 Hamlet
23 l\_J_ng
~r.

24

T

hn

~

THe1f'th Night

26 King

~

28 Kin:; John

31 Kine;

~

No. of performances in month--26
No. of plays presented--19
Covent Garden Theatre
January

5 Ro:>:neo

~

Julie t

8 Othello
No. of perform~~ces in month--26
No. of plays presented--8
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B.

p. 51, Ja...."luary.

IIBooks Dublish'd in January; \'lith

Remarks. II
Five scenes in Homeo and Juliet. 3s. 11

IIPrints.
C.

ilList of Plays acted &

p. 94, February.

Drury

the Theatres.

Theatre

~

February
2

Kinr.~

~

Tr-

-

,

o~~

8 King John

--

11 Romeo 8...11.d Juliet
12 THelfth Night
•
18 King Lear
20 I1err.:;z l'lives of Hindsor
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--15
Covent Garden Theatre
none of Shakespeare's plays presented
No. of performances in month--23
No. of plays presented--ll
D.

P. 99, February.
:2emarks. lJ

llBooks -oublishtd in February; "lith

llShakespeare illustrated Vol 3.

Millar.

--This

volume contains. 1st, A comparison of the two gentle
men of Verona, with the story of Felismena, in the

I!
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second book of the

of QQQ. Montemayor, a pastoral

DiQn~

romance translated from the Snanish when ShakesDear
Vlrote.

2d, Troilus and Crossida; with the story from

3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11.

Chaucer.

part of Henry IV.
of Henry VI.
Henry VI.

Tne liZe of Henry V.

....

.L-

IlY-S v

The first part

The second part of Henry VI.

3d. part of

The life a...'1.d death of Richard III.

of Eenr\[ VIII.

The life

King Lear with Hollingshead1s chronicle,

and other histories.
Nothin~;

Of Rich. II. the

And lastly, -Of much
-ado
- about

with the tale of

Geneu~,

from the Italian of

Ludovico Ariosto in the 5th book· of his Orlando Furioso. ll
E.

p. 136, Narch.
Kneller. 11

II

A Fable.

rnl.e Night-man and Sir Godfrey

It is best for every man to be pleased with his
station in life.

Those

\~l.o

are tailors or tile-peg

makers care for their wives and families and are not
concerned with Caesars and poets.

llTor:l rpas-rhime il

says it is enough lIto celebrate fair Delia1s eyes!!
although his coat has as many moth holes as did the
coo.. t of Shake speare 1 S
F.

P~

137, Hareh.
spoken

E1L

r: S

tarv J d Apothecary. 11

t1prologue to Virginia.
l'1r. Garrick. 11

~Jritten

a..Yld

Hr. Garric1': notes that thisneH tragedy is !!dress Id
to your palates,1l because the audience seems to be tired
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of the usual fare..

Yet, sO::J.etimes, lIShakespea:::>0 and

beef must have their turn again.

11

Garrick :lJ. so

intl"oduces a neH actress and asks the audience to ShOH
:1

G.

at 1 eas t your usual favour.

p. 138, Harch.

II

:lPrologue -to Constantia.

Anee'!
- 'J:lrasedy."

'r.he author asks indUlgence because, although his
play is tragic, he does not have the genius of 3h8.lce
speare to llshake the stage ll Hith passion.
H.

PP.

221-222, May.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (T.S.)

The contributor points out the similarities between
the story of Shylock in

TI~e

Merchant of Venice and

incident related in the life of Pope Sixtus V.

~~

In t..'1e

Popels life, two men, a Jevush insUl"er and a Christian
merChant wagered on whether or not a city in which the
Christian had interests had been plundered.

The Jewish

insurer said that if the city had been plundered (as
he. knew it had) the merchant could cut off a
flesh.

~~e

pOlli~d

of

insurer did not thiw( the merchant would

discover the true facts.

The case eventually came to

the Pope, who said that the Christian was entitled to
the poundof flesh, but that if one bit more or less
than a pound was taken, the Christian would be put to
death.

Eventually the

tl-l0

men settled the argu..,.'i1ent by
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contributing to a

hospital~

Tnis corI>espondent thinlrs, Hith Hr. T. Harton,
thatShillrespeare1s story actually came from an Italian
novel of the incident, from which a ballad was translated.
lTm'J, only the ballad remains.

I.

Pp. 233-23LI., Nay.

Letter to Hr. Urban.

(T .B. )

Of all the criticisms of Shakespeare, that of a
lady in ShakesDear Illustrated and in the 2ebruary
Gcntleman1s Hagazine has been the most effective.

In

Vol. III of ShakesDear Illustrated, the corruption of
an Italian story, Geneura, by Ariosto, is revealed.
In the Italian story, the two lovers are separated by
the designs of a jealous rival; in Shakespeare1s story,
Much

~

About NothinIT, the villain has no apparant

motive except a capricious dislike for one of the lovers.
Tne disguise used in Shakespeare is not as probable as
that in A:"'iosto.
It seems, then, that in some cases, Shakespeare
has been undeservedly venerated.,
J.

p.

247,

Nay.

IIBooks Dublish'd in Nay; Y'lith Remarks. ll

llCritical, historical, and explanatory notes on
Shakesnear, by Zach.

Grey, L.L.D.

2 vol. 10.§..

}~anby."
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K.

?

252, June.
Jedediah

"'E'1C

Life of Jeciediah

BQ~ton

is

B~""{ton. 11

man who is a Genius in

~

Y:1s.themQties, yet ccmnot or has not learned to road
or i,Ti to.

He has no other interes t than numbers Qnd

is always regarding only
given to'
t~(en

an

ob j eet.

to see

nTh~bers

~',nile

Kin~ Rich~rd

H~th ~~use~ent.

when.his attention is

ho Has in London, he

Has

III in order to provide him

,During the play, Jedediah

cOlli~ted

the numoer of stops in a dance and the number of word.s
Hhich Garrick spoke.
L.

p.

311, July.

Letter to Hr. Urban. (Palaeophilus)

Tnis correspondent corrects the assmuption made by
the Eay correspondent that Harton believed that Shake
speare1s Shylock came from

m~

Italian novel to

Sh~(espeare.

Warton is quoted to prove that, since no translation into
English is knoiVll for the novel, Shill{cspeare probably
copied from the ballad, because it was in English.

The

book, Sh.ilres""::Jear III ustr2.ted, fairly Hell proves that
Shakespeare, took his plays from

&~glish

translations

of foreign tales.
JYIr • 'dar ton should also be given credit for informing

the public that the Italian novel did exist.

lL!2

(175l.L)
}1.

I. ~? 9
P • L!,

O.L.
CliOb'"
er.

11

P ro 1 0Gu.e.

T· '" "- .:...
~
T.~'Yl
"Po!.
lIt"en •QL~.

('?".

'.

~·,T

, - -~ 'h
H'CCrjJJ..
. y,

I ."

i

~

l\utnor of the Gray IS In.c'1. Journo.l, £f1.d ~ o~~ Qy ~·:rs.
first aDDearo.~ce, ~ ~ ?la~e~, in
~ Character of Othello, 0.0 Covent Gard~'
Hfu~lton, ~ h~3

The actor is concerned about the success of his
first appearance.

Because the audience will be the

final judge of his success, he urges' them to suspend
judgment for a time.

He copies no actor, but shows

the audi ence l-1ha t Shakespeare Hrote.
N.

IIDrfL'1latic Entertainments for .lli£. Year

P. 485, October.
17 5~c. !l

Drury· La.'Yle Theatre
September
24 Macbeth (Mossop and 11rs. Pritchard)
October
1 Richard I I I (Mossop, Pritchard, Davis,
and Palmer)
10 Henry

YIIL

(l~"'s.

Pritchard, nossop,
Taswell, and Berry)

11 Romeo and Juliet (Garrick, Mrs. Cibber
and 'v!oodl·/ard)
16

H~~let

(Garrick)

No. of performances--23
No. of plays presented--18 .
Covent Garden

Th~atre

S ep te..'11 b er

20

::~~chard

I I I (!lal tered by Cibber from

--

. Shakespeare. II Sparks, Ryan,.
Dyer, and f~S. Vincent)
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23 Merchant of Venice (Shylock - Arthur)
25 As You

~

It (Orlando - Mr. Smith)

October
18 Othello (Mr. Murphy)
19 Othello
21 Othello
No. of performances--21
No. of plays presented--18
O.

p. 486, October.
Remarks."

llBooks pUblishtd ill October;

~

"Hemoirs of the Shakespearts Head at Covent Garden.
2 vols. 6Q..

Noble."

A review is given of. the books which are said to
contain " • • • a description of the worst characters in
the lowest cant of the company they keep."
P.

p. 495, NoYember.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (P. Gemsege)

Having been asked to translate an ancient
inscription, Mr. Gemsege finds that it means "honour
be to God and St. Colomba."

Because St. Colomba is

not well known, Gemsege gives the biography of the
saint from Bede.

Bede noted that Colomba was also

called St. Columkill, which could be the name of an
island mentioned in Shakespeare's Macbeth (Warburton
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edition) as "Colmes-kill-isle."

}~.

Gemsege believes

it should be rendered as "Colmeskill's isle."
Source:

Q.

Macbeth. I. ii. 60-62. (Ross)

p. 532, November. "Dramatic Entertainments for the Year
1754, continued."
Drury

~

Theatre

October
24 Richard

l!!

(Garrick)

26 Romeo and Juliet (Garrick, Mrs.
and Hoodward)

Cibber~

November
1 Henry VIII "'t'1ith the Show of the Coro
nation."
2 Macbeth (Garrick)
11 Coriolanus ("without Garrick")
13 Coriolanus
15 Coriolanus
18 Coriolanus
20 Coriolanus
22 Much

~

About Nothing (Garrick and
Pritchard)

23 Coriolanus
27 Coriolanus
No. of performances--29
No. of plays presented--14
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Covent Garden Theatre
October
24 Hamlet (Sherridan)
26 Richard III (Sherridan)
30 Merchant of Venice (Shylock - Sherrid~
-Portia - Woffington)
November
2 Hamlet (Sherridan, Ophelia - Mrs. Chambers)
o

14 Richard II
15 Othello (Murphy)
16 Macbeth (Sherridan, Woffington, and Ryan.)
20 Romeo

~

Juliet (Sherridan and Bellamy)

No. of performances--29
No. of plays presented--24
Notice is given of a "British Inquisition" held by

Mr. Macklin to analyze the art of speaking in public.
Shakespeare's manner of expressing "passion or sentiment"
will be studied to see how what he has written" • • •has
been spoken, is spoken, and ought to be spoken."

Shake

speare will be compared with other authors in the language.
R.

Pp. 547-548, December.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (Paul Gemsege)

In a controversy concerning the use of who, which,
or even that in the first line of the Lordrs Prayer, the
correspondent refers to Shakespearers Henry VIII to prove
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that, in one sentence,

Sh~respeare

in reference to the same person.

used that and which

The correspondent

names several works as proof of his contention ~hat
which may be properly used in the Lord's Praye~.
Among those cited are Shakespeare's Othello and Hamlet,
although specific quotations are not given.
Lines quoted:
S.

p. 553, December.

Henry VIII. II. iv. 50-53. (Queen)
World, No. 100.

This article praises JOhnson's proposed dictionary
as a necessity, a work which should have been attempted
sooner.

The English language has become rather important

in Europe through the works of its best authors, among
them Shakespeare, and these countries also desire a
distionary.

Although there are "word-books" in existence,

these do not distinguish between proper and improper
words and grammar.
T.

p. 573, December. IlEpilogue, to Barbarosa. A ~ tragedy.
Written :ex~. Garrick. Spoken:ez Mr. Woodward in ~
Character of ~ ~ Gentleman. if
After the tragedy is performed, Woodward appears to
say that too much seriousness "oversets

~

Briton," there

fore, they should look for pleasure (like Woodward's
pantomimes) and send Shakespeare's plays to France.
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U.

p. 578, December.

llTheatri'cal Ehtertainments."

Drury Lane Theatre
November
29 Coriolanus
December
11

~

Ado About Nothing

13 Merry Hive s of Vfindsor
28 Richard II
No. of performances--25
No. of plays presented--16
Covent Garden Theatre [The magazine printed the name
of the theatre as llCommon
Garden" J
December
5 Othello
10 Coriolanus ("Shakespeare & Thomson")
11 Coriolanus
12 Coriolanus
14 Coriolanus
18 Coriolanus
26 Romeo and Juliet

-

27 Romeo and Juliet
28 Richard III '

-

No. of performances--25
No. of plays performed--15
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V.

p.

594, Supplement.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (Paul GemsegeJ

The vice of swearing is common among the lower
classes today, but it seems to have started among the
nobility.

Henry VIII would swear often, and Shakespeare

depicted this side of the kingrs character in the play,
Henry

Y!!!.

A discussion of the swearing of the

Conqueror and other ancient kings follows •

.

VOLUME Xl..'V

1755
A.

p. 6, January.

Letter to

}~.

Urban.

The correspondent notes an error in Warburton's
edi tion which

vlaS

brought to his attention by the

remark in the November, 1754, magazine concerning a
line in Macbeth referring to "Colmes-kill-isle."

The

first contributor to mention this line thought that
it referred to the island, Colmekill Isle, named for
St. Colomba.

Late in the play in the \varburton

edition, the place is called Colmes-hill, which is
apparently a mistake, since Colmes-hill was not the
correct name for the place.
B.

p.

41+,

"Plays acted at both Theatres. lI

January.

Drury

~

Theatre

January

6 Twelfth Night
9 Much

!££

About Nothing

10 Merry Wives of Windsor
24 Much Ado About Nothing
No. of performances in month--28
No. of plays presented--19
Covent Garden Theatre
January
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16 Hamlet
24 Othello
27 Coriolanus
28 Julius Caesar

No. of performances in month--28
No. of plays presented--23
C.

p. 86, February. "Prologue to the Fairies.
Written and spoken
IvIr. Garrick."

:ex.

An opera.

Garrick's prologue refers to the current taste for
foreign music and, since this opera is a version of A
Midsummer Night's Dream, suggests that it would soften
the audience's attitude if they were told that the opera
was written by IISignor Shakespearelli. 1I
D.

Pp. 93-94, February.
Remarks. II

"Books published in February; i-Jith

liThe fairies, an opera; taken from a Midsu.mrn.er
night's dream, written by Shakespeare.

The songs from

Shcltespeare, Milton, Waller, Dryden, and Hammond.
music composed by Mr. Smith.

l~.

The

Tonson §:!!.Q.. Draper."

A preface describing the plot of the opera is
given as the review of the book.
E.

Pp. 106 and 108, March.
of Suffollt."

IICase of Charles Brandon, Duke
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Once, during the proceedings at Black Friars which
were to determine or prevent the divorce of Henry VIII
from Queen Catharine of Arragon, the Duke of Suffolk
angrily remarked that the land was better before cardinals
were there.

At this remark, Cardinal Wolsey replied that

SUffolk, who owed his life to Wolsey, should be the last
to make such a remark.

Upon

ex~~ining

the reason for the

reply, one finds that Suffolk married the King's sister
without permission and only Wolsey's timely intercession
saved Suffolk's life.

Shakespeare's play, Henry

Y!I!,

is referred to twice, once to note that in the play
Henry VIII is in the courtroom and once to note that
Shakespeare' s

~'lolsey

styles Henry VIII as a "hard-rul' d

master. II
F.

p. 133, March. liTo Mr. Hacket of Baliol-College, Oxford,
.9E. his playingthepart of Othello, ~ §. private
entertainment. TG7 Lyttelton)
Shakespeare is supposed to speak in this poem and
to thank Mr. Racket for performing
version of Othello.

an unaltered

Harburton has "overcloudedll Shake- .

speare with explanations, and Tate and Cibber alter
the plays.
G.

p. 143, March.

IIBooks pUblished in March,

~

Remarks. \I
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llTomb of Shakespear" a vision. 6d.
~e

publication

Dodsle;y."

describes all the characters of

Shakespeare as they pass before his tomb.

As an

example, the description of two fairies" Titania and
Oberon, is given.
H.

PP.

149 and 151, April.

"Some Account of' §. Dictionary
of' the English Lan~age, !?X Samuel Jolmson, A. H.
in ~ ~ Folio, 80 Sheets. Price 4J-. 10~."
This article explains the objects of the dictionary,

of which there are seven:

orthography" pronunciation,

etymology, analogy, syntax, phraseology, and signification.
One of the uses of the heading llsignification" is to find
the peculiar sense in which a word is used by a great
author.

An

ex~aple

is given from Macbeth for the use of

the word faculties.

A sample definition is given of the

word aim, in which Shakespeare is quoted.
Lines quoted:

I.

Macbeth. I. vii. 16-18. (l1acbeth)
II Henry IV. I. i. 123-125. (Morton)

P. 190" April. llBooks published 1..g, April., Hith Remarks."
llUpon Johnson f s Dictionary. it
It has been said that one English soldier can
defeat ten Frenchmen and that, in science and in
literature, Lock" Newton, Boyle, Shakespeare" and Milton
have outdone the French.

Now, one Englishman (Johnson)

has produced a dictionary for the English, which is
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comparable to one produced for the French by thirty
Frenchmen.
J.

p. 213, May.

Letter to IiP. Urban. (Paul Gemsege)

A correspondent discusses the use of the word,
earing, and concludes that, as used by older writers,
it means "to plough."
emendation of line

58

He then discusses Theobald.fs
of Henry VIII. III. i:

llWe

are to cure such sorrows, not to smoJ' them."
Theobald believes

II

cure" 'should be changed to

"ear" in order to mean "harrow" or "weed out."
Theobald believes that such a change would make the
metaphor in the line consistent.
line of Henry

~

However, another

contains a single metaphor, and

Theobald did not change that line:

"Hould I had

never trod this English earth,/ Or felt the flatteries
that grow upon it!"
Since Theobald did not change "felt ll to something
like llreapfd", he must have believed that some metaphors
can be single.

If so, the first line quoted does not

necessarily need to be changed, especially since "earing"
means only llto plough" and not llto weed out."
Lines quoted:

Henry

Yf!!.

III. i. 58. (Wolsey)
III. i. 143-144 (Queen)
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K.

p. 300, July.

lISome Account of the Articles e7..hibited
against Cardinal Wolsey in Parli~~ent, £I ~ they
were preuared, and the nrobable cause of their
iiiISCarriage. lI (Paul Gem~ege)

Some of the historical problems concerning the

articles of impeachment against Cardinal Wolsey need
to be studied, such as whether or not the House of
Commons and the Privy Council made the same charges.
~w.

Gemsege mentions Shakespearets Henry VIII to show

how, by their use in the play, seven articles (two of
which were not actually included in the impeachment
proceedings) have become popularized.
L.

Pp. 345-346"

August.

Letter to l-lr. Urban. (Paul Gemsege)

The report of the impeachment proceedings against
Cardinal Wolsey is continued by Mr. Gemsege.

This

letter is concerned with article six, charging that
\<lolsey, "lmoHing himself to have the foul and contagious
disease," drew near the King willingly several times
and exposed the King to infection.

That Wolsey had the

disease and that the disease was venereal,

V~.

Gemsege

proves by showing that Cardinal Wolsey kept Homen, had
children, and lost the sight of one eye.

Shakespeare

inserted this charge into Henry VIII and refers to the
disease when Q.ueen Catharine says, Itof his
was ill. It

Oi-ln

body he

Warburton claims that the line means that
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Wolsey lived intemperately, but Gemsege refutes this,
explanation.
Henry VIII. IV. ii.

Line quoted:
N.

p. 373,

~1l.Ugust.

lIWestminster Abbe;l."

43.

(Queen)

0'1. Rider)

The poet visits Westminster Abbey and stands in
awe upon remembering the men for whom the monurQents
are raised.

He speillcs of Newton, Chaucer, Milton,

Shakespeare, Rowe, and Argyll.

~fuen

he reaches

CornwallIs monument, his thoughts become patriotic
and a vow is made to defend England and to llswear
vengeance against Gaul, till Gaul shall be no more."

-

N.

p. 537, December.
Continued. II

-

"~of

&.2..

Charlotte Clarke.

The biography of an actress, Mrs. Clarke,
includes an allusion to her brother1s revival of
Romeo and Juliet in Haymarket.
O.

The date is not given.

p. 565, December. "A favourite Song in the Fairies.
The Hords £.I. Shakespeare Set!2.L :Hr. Smith. II
The words to a song from! MidsQmmer Night1s
Dream (from which the Fairies was made into an opera)
have been set to music, also printed in the magazine.
Lines quoted:

A Midsummer Night1s Dream. II. ii.

9'-24. (Fairies)
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P.

p.

574, December.
Remarks."

lIBooks published in December; with
- - 

lIShakespear and Garrick.

6d.

Corbet. II

VOLUl'1E XXVI

1756
A.

"Prologue to the Apprentice. Ii ne\'l
Mr. Murphy. Hrit,ten Q.Y. £:k. Garrick.
Hr. Murphy, dressed in Black."

p. 36, January.

Furce.
Spoken

"0L
:!?Z

Mr. Murphy asks the audience's indulgence while
it is listening to his first play.

He also tells of

the Spouting Club, where men of all occupations meet
to perform in plays such as Julius Caesar and Hamlet.
B.

p. 36, January. "Epilogue written El:.
& Y.trs. Cliva. "

~

Friend.

Spoken

Mrs. Clive is upset, because she had no part in
the play.

She could have written a play just as good,

and', there are just as many women in business who would
like to act as there are men who would perform the parts
which Mr. Murphy mentioned in the prologue.

Mrs. Clive,

after listing parts from Othello, Hamlet, and Romeo and
Juliet in which the women wish to play, reminds the
women of "what dreadful trials--actors undergo."
women should remember that

It • •

•

The

a shop with virtue

is the height of bliss."
C.

p.

47, January.

"Books pUblished in January

1756."

llThe winter's tale, a play, alter'd from Shake
speare, by

c.

}1arsh.

l~.

Marsh."
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A review is given of a farce entitled The
apprentice, by

~~.

Murphy.

One of the scenes of

the play seems like a combination of Romeo and
Juliet and Suspicious Husband.
D.

pp. 86-87, February. "Prologue to the viinter' sTale.
And Catherine and Petrucio. -rBoth from Shakespear).
Written and spoken
IvIr. Garrick. , , 

:ez

This prologue compares the theatre to a tavern
(the Shakespear's Head), the actors to waiters, and
characters to English liquors ("no French brandy in
em'--").

Falstaff is sack, Bardolph is gin, and

Pistol is "aqua vitae."

It is also mentioned that

the original five acts of the Winter's

~

have been

reduced to three.
E.

P. 95, February.

"Books nublished in February 1756. 11

"Catherine and Petruccia, a comedy of 3 acts, from
Shakespeare.

l~.

Tonson."

fl'Ihe Tempest; an opera; from Shakespeare. ls. Tonson."
F.

p. 134, March. "Epilogue. [To Athelstan by Vlr. HOlland~
H'ri tten £l. Mr. Garrick, and snoken
YJrs. Cibber."

:ez

Taste and fashion are unstable.

Taste, like

Ha"'111et's ghost, "'tis here -- 'tis there -- 'tis gone."
Each person has his own preference of plays.
prefers Romeo

~

Miss Bell

Juliet, Lady Mary likes Othello, and
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a third lady only wants to see long processions.

No

taste really becomes a person unless it is truly his
own.

Lines quoted:

G.

p.

ll.jl~,

March.

Hamlet. I. i. 142-144. (Bernardo,
11arcellus, and Horatio)

llList

2£ Books published; Hi th Remarks."

"Songs in the English opera, called, the Tempest.
4s.
H.

Halsh. "

p. 192, April.

"Nature and Garrick.

~

Nature and Garrick had an argument.

¥.lr. Davies."

Garrick claimed

that Shakespeare painted stronger and better than
Nature.

Nature, on the other hand, denied that Shake

speare wrote anything except what he had received from
her and claimed that Garrick stole her pencils and colors.
Nature said that the credit should be hers when Garrick
was on stage.

However, the poet concludes that Nature

and Garrick are equal.
I.

P. 198, April.

"List 2£ Books published; "lith Remarks.

Pn unfavorable review is given of Beauty, a poem,

by John Green, Jr.

There are some criticisms, however,

which have been unjust.

One such criticism is that by

using the word, "list,ll for "listen," the young poet
has ruined the language.

Shakespeare also used the

1I
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same abbreviated form of the word.
Line quoted:
J.

Uru{nown

IIHistorical Chronicle. 1I

P. 202, April.

On Thursday 15, the chief cook at the Shakespear's
Head, tried to part t\'IO men in a quarrel and was "run
thro I the body. II
K.

p. 334, July.

World, No. 184.

In Henry IV, Sir John Falstaff upbraids the prince
for being the corrupter of Falstaff's morals.

After

deciding to reform, Falstaff asks where he could buy
good names.

The author, then, reviews many occupations

in which dishonesty is allowed and encouraged.

Although

the custom of the day is to be open about one's dis
honesty, this author believes that people will be more
successful

i~

they would try to appear honest, although

they must continue to be dishonest in order to stay
in business.
Lines quoted:

I Henry IV. I. ii. 116-117.
TFalstaff)

VOLUNE X.XVII

1757
A.

p. 168, April. "Some Account 2£ ££ Estimate of the
:Hanners and Principles of the 'l'imes, 1:?:L ~ Author
of Essays on the Characteristics."
.

-

Although the present times are not as wicked and
cruel as other ages have been, there is an effeminacy
in the present time which weakens the nation.

This

effeminacy may be seen in the dress and entertainment
of the men.

Even in the theatre, which Shakespeare

had helped to make "the last refuge of manly taste,"
spectators look for spectacles instead of quality and
can watch King

~

with the same appreciation they

give to an opera or pantomime.

It is not surprising,

then, that our national defense has become weak from
such an effeminacy.
B.

"! Journey into 'ivales. Humbl inscribed
to the Reverend y~. Williams, of Weston. W

p. 226, Hay.
A

gentleman writes a poem about his thoughts as

he walks in England.

Several places remind him of

personalities, one of which is Falstaff.
II

He remembers

• • .Falstaff's brave deeds beneath Salonia's walls"

from Henry IV.
C.

p. 291, June.
IIPrints.

"Register of Books. 1I
Coriolanus; engraved by Boydell. 1I
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D.

p. 312, July.

"The concluding Test, July 9."

Test, a journal, was begun as a protest against
certain changes in the aoolinistration of the government,
and, since the wrongs have been alleviated, there is no
further reason to continue the journal.

However, if

enemies of the Test wish to be like Falstaff, they may
claim that they have caused its discontinuance.
editor does not reveal his name.

The

VOLUME XXVIII

1758
A.

p. 58, February. Letter to ¥w. Urban.
A discussion of the use of the word, "powdered,1I
to mean " embroidered ll is begun by an allusion to
Warburton's observation that 11ilton used IIpowdered"
in this sense in Paradise Lost.

Warburton's method

of explaining Spenser's Fairy Queen is praised.
Ivarburton traced Spenser's allusions to the customs
of the time in which Spenser wrote.

To do otherwise

would be to lose much of the beauty of the object,
" • • • as the figures vanisht, when the canvas has
decayed."

(from Johnson's proposals for a new

edition of Shakespeare, p.
B.

p. 282, June. "List
"~;

a poem.

4).

2£ Books published;
3~.

se'Hed.

~

Remarks. 1I

Dodsley. II

The thOUght and expressions in this poem are
primarily poetical, but the poem is often obscure.
The first part salutes the Avon" river, near which
Shakespeare was born; the second contains stories;
and the third part " • • • celebrates the sport of
angling."

c.

P. 486, October. "Epitaph for Tom a Combe, alias
Thin Beard, Brother to John a Combe. Ez. Shakespeare. II
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Tnin of beard and thick in purse,
Never man beloved worse,
He went to the grave with many a curse,
The devil and he had one nurse.
D.

p. 539, November. liThe follm'1ing verses, dropt in Hr.
Garrickrs Temple of Shakespear, at Hampton, are said
to have been Hritten .£y .§. Gentleman, whose poetica:l
Productions ~ been very deservedly admired. 1I
The statue of Shakespeare spoke to Garrick and
offered him half of the wreath, because Garrick has
saved Shakespearers name from alteration and oblivion.
Garrick desired only one leaf of the laurel.

Phaebus

heard the discussion and gave his own wreath to
Shakespeare and told Shill{espeare to give his wreath to
Garrick.

The heavenly wreath goes to the poet, the

earthly one to the actor.

E.

lIprologue. Spoken:ex Mr. Barry.
At the opening of his ~ Theatre in Dublin. lI

p. 596, December.

In civilized countries, the tragic Muse has come
forward, and,

there~ore,

established in Ireland.

it is time for her to become
On the new stage, the people

may expect to see Shakespearers works which will
llinflarne the soul. ll

Comedies will also be produced.

Since Barry is from Ireland, he expresses his gratitUde
at being able to return in such a manner.

VOLUME XXIX
1759
A.

p. 88, February.
Remarks. II

llList of Books published; with

"Cymbeline" king of Britain, a tragedy.
f'rom Shakespear" by
B.

.£.

l~.

:Harsh.

p. 171, April. [A review of]
state of Polite Learning.

Altered

II

.em Enquiry
(A.B.)

~ the present

The chief purpose of' this book is to urge "gentlemen
writers tl to state what they think" regardless of' the
critics.

The critics 1 grammarians, and rhetoricians are

classed with sophists and commentators who, though some
what usef'ul in the beginning of' a science, only mark
progress rather than contribute to learning.
the type of' science is not mentioned l

Because

this argument is

considerably weakened.
In the author's discussion of taste, he claims that
pleasure f'rom an object comes f'irst f'rom its beauty and
then f'rom its use.

A guinea is used as an example.

If'

writing were "•• • the mere exhibition of' such sensible
objects as a guinea, perhaps the author's conclusion
might f'ollow f'ram his premise. tt

The pleasures of'

Shakespeare1s King Lear, however, cannot be expressed
in these terms of beauty and use.

Although it is

acknowledged that criticism cannot enhance taste as a
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faculty, one must also add that just criticism could
certainly help to establish a standard of taste.
C.

P. 184, April.

"List of Books published; 'tilth

~emarks.1t

ItCymbeline, a tragedy, altered from Shakespear,
l~.

by W. Hawkins.
D.

pp. 230-231, Ymy.

6d. Rivington. 1t
lIList of Books published; Id th Remarks. II

lIConjectures on original composition.
Young.

l~.

6d.

By Dr.

I'Tillar. ft

Dr. Young believes that original writers are few
today, not because of a lack of genius, but because the
great examples of the past have prejudiced the minds of
modern writers.

ftGenius • • • is a masterworlanan, learning

is but an instrument. ll

Shakespeare, Bacon, NeHton,

Milton, Addison, and Dryden only are to be considered
as geniuses.

Shake speare is compared to Jonson.

It Johnson

in the serious drama, is as much an imitator as Shake
speare is an original. 1t

Perhaps, it is good that

Shakespear was not as learned as Jonson.

ItWho knows

if Shakespear might not have thought less, if he had
read more?1I
E.

P. 257, June.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (J.G.)

There has been a controversy about which of the two
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monuments to Shakespeare (at Stratford-upon-Avon or at
Westminster Abbey) bears the most resemblance to the
poet.

A poem by Ben Jonson, describing an engraving

of Shakespeare, notes, "0 could he but have drawn his
wit/As well in brass as he hath hit/His face • • •
Jonson, who was familiar with Shakespeare, seems
to think that the engraving is a good likeness.

Since

the statue at Stratford most resembles the engraving,
that statue probably bears the truest resemblance.
Also, although the exact date of the country monument
is not known, it may be supposed to have been erected
by those who remembered Shakespeare's appearance.
F.

p. 271, June.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (Paul Gemsage)

T.he common thought on the etymology of

b~~per

holds

that the word came from the custom of drinking after
dinner to the Pope's health,

~ bon~.

There are

objections to such thought, primarily because there
is no proof that such a custom was followed and, also,
because the Pope was called saint Pere, not bon Pere.
Three possible explanations for the etymology of the
word are (1) it might be from the French

~

verre,

since B, P, and V are similar in sound; (2) the word
could have come from the midland countries, where
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bumper connotes something large; or (3) it could be a
corruption of bumbard or bombard from the Latin
bombardus, meaning a great gun.
Shakespeare, in Henry VIII, uses the phrase,
"baiting of bumbards,1I to mean "sotting and drinking. 1I
Bombard in used again in the Tempest to mean, according
to Theobald, fl a large vessel for holding drink. fl
It is difficult to decide which etymology seems
to be the most correct.
Lines quoted:

G.

P. 283, June.
(W. Mason)

Henry Y..ill. V. 'itt. 84-86. (Lord
Chamberlain)
The Tempest. II. ii. 20-22. (Trinculo)

flTo the Rev. Hr. Hurd •
- _. 

.An Elegy.fl,

The deceased was a dear friend who first encouraged
the poet in his accomplishments.

If the poet has caught

only one gleam from Shakespeare, he will new give. the
credit to Hurd, who first gave him help.

H.

p. 377, August. IlS~ brief. Observations upor18.~
Gossamer. ~ead before !h£ Royal Society, v rch 29,
1759. fl (Hm. J.vIassey)
The cause of gossamer, a rather remarkable
phenomenon in nature, has not been surficiently explained.
It is known that gossamer is produced by flying spiders,
but it is not known where the spiders breed or how they
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fly.

That gossamer was known to older generations can

be seen by references to it in Chaucer's Squire's Tale
and in Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet.
Lines quoted:

I.

p. 380, August.

Romeo and Juliet.
TFriar Laurence)

II. vi. 18-20.

Letter to y~. Urban. (J.S.)

The correspondent at Stratford-upon-Avon was not
correct in his assumptions in which he claimed the
superiority of the statue of Shakespeare there.

There

has never been a genuine picture of Shakespeare.

The

engraving to which he refers was made from the
characteristics of a man who looked much like Shakespeare;
therefore, Ben Jonson's lines may be accounted for easily.
If any doubt remains, perhaps the IIlearned gentleman ll
who is preparing an edition of Shakespeare will set the
case in its proper light.

J.

P.454,

September. Letter to

}~.

Urban. (J.G.)

The correspondent who replied in answer to the
conjectures on Shakespeare
ll • • •

IS

monument Should know that

positive assertions without proof, are as little

to be regarded as probable con.j ectures. II

Since he did

not prove his negative assertions, he, therefore, did
not disprove the first conjectures.

xxx

VOLUl'1E

1760
A.

p. 37, January. "The foII01-Jinp; Character of §. Person
called Yorick, supposed to be a Descendant of' Yorick
the King of Den.rn.ark t s Jester, is extracted from T.ne
Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, lately pub
lished in tHO small pocket Volumes, ~ §!:. Specimen
of ~ Hork; and the rather, as it is 2.Y. ~ supposed
to be the Character of the Author, as he himself
Chuses it should be 6ih.I5'Ited. II
.
The character of Yorick is given in great detail.
His eyes, while he was dying, Hould occasionally exhibit
a flash of fire, similar to that of his ancestorts
whose flashes of spirit, as Shakespeare said, would
llset the table in a roar. ll
Line quoted:

B.

Hfu~et.

V. i. 209. (Hmnlet)

p. 39, January. "Beauty's Value, l2Y W. Shakespear, from
a corrected Manuscript.
See Vol XX, 521, for a discussion of the same poem.
Only one word and a few punctuation marks have been
changed.

c.

p. 146, Harch. "A Familial" EDistle from the Shades
below, giving an Acco~~t of the Station of the Poets.
From a Collection of Poems Dublished this Honth, Qz
Jemmy-Copywell. t1 
The Greek and Roman poets have" the best positions
below.

Chaucer, Drayton, Shakespeare, and Spenser are

fairly well off.

The other poets are knive-grinders,

butlers, or retailers.

Others have even more menial tasks.
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D.

p. 169, April.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (

~.

At the conclusion of Lovels Labourls

W---L.)
~~

a

song ends, IIVlhile greasy Jone doth keel the pot. ll
The word, keel, has been explained as either
lito cool ll or lito drink so deeply as to turn up the
bottom of the pot. 1I
satisfacta>y.

Neither explanation seems

It could be

herbs into the pot.

that"~Jonell

was putting

The Scots have an herb, kale,

which, sounding like keel, could have been used in
much the same sense as when one says he is salting
water.
E.

Pp. 218-219, May.

Letter to

V~.

Urban. (T.A.)

Although the etymology offered for the word,
keeling, is interesting, it is not accurate.

Shake

spearels phrase, "keeling the pot, II is still
commonly used around Leicester to mean

fl • • •

cooling

the broth with the ladle, when the fire is so fierce
as to endanger its boiling over;1I
etymology should be accepted.
Linguae

P~glicanae

Mr. Johnsonls

Skinnerls Etymolologicon

and Ainsworthls dictionary explain

it in the same sense.
F.

P. 219, May.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (Eboracencis)

Despite the definition made by the April corres
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pondent , the expression, Hkeel the pot,H is still
used in parts of Yorkshire to mean to cool the pottage
by taking some of it out and ladling it back into the
lrettle.

This action would be a proper thing for

"greasy Jone,"
G.

a farmer's cook, to do.

pp. 276-277, June.

Letter to

}~.

Urban. (Rawleigh Witlim)

It is fairly obvious that 11r. W---L does not
converse much with the common people of his neighbor
hood, because he had to turn back 1,000 years to find
the meaning of the phrase lIkeeling the pot,lI
use in his neighborhood.

still in

The people mix oatmeal and

water in the pot before adding the meat, pudding, and
turnips, because, the pottage would become lumpy if the
oatmeal were not added first.

The oatmeal and water

tend to boil over, and so they "keel" it, by ladling it
up frequently.

As in Johnson's Dictionary, Bailey

defines Ilkeel" as lito cool. 1I
Several people have been disturbed by Falstaff's
phrase, "sous'd Gurnet,H because GUl"'net has no
etymology.

In the north, Grunt is the vulgar

hog, and souse is a pickle for hog's flesh.
people say they will
dunk you.

II

nfu~e

for

Now, if

souse you," it means they ,.;ill

Falstaff's phrase could now be phrased,
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ll~-lould

I 't-lere sous I d. II

Lines quoted:

H.

I Henry IV. IV. ii. 12-13. (Falstaff)

p. 308, July. !'Extract of a Letter from a Lady on a
Journey at Stratford upon A'VQii-fn Vlar'oJ'ickSIitreto
her Friend in Kent. II
The chief attraction of Stratford-upon-Avon is the
birthplace and burial place of Shakespeare.
a man for some reason

bec~~e

But recently

irritated at the attraction

that Shakespearefs house was gaining.

He pulled down

every stone of the house and cut down a large mulberry
tree which Shakespeare had planted.

A silversmith has

bought all of the wood and plans ·to make many curious
things of it.
I.

Pp. 405-406, September.

Letter to Mr. Urban. (Mat. Wendal)

An earlier correspondent has made conjectures on
the origin of the word, Bath, which, without knOWledge
of evidence to the contrary, could be most convincing.
T.he various contributions of Anglo-Saxon, Teutonic, and
Celtic languages are considered.
Another correspondent,

~~.

l1itlim, made unfair

criticisms of the first discussion of IIkeeling the pot. 1I
Also, a gurnet is not, in the sense in which
Falstaff used the word, a hog, but rather a salt water
fish.

IISousedll means that the fish is parboiled and
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then steeped in pickle.

Johnsonts Dictionary explains

these words more clearly than it explains the word

J.

~.

p. 535, November. IIBxtract from a Poem entitled
Shakespear, addressed to }lr. GarrICk. The Author
having exposed the 1:' o1li of .§. servile I.ii1ITation
of the Ancients in dramatic Performances, introduces
2. following Account of the Chorus. lI
The purpose of the dramatic chorus is to be the
attendant upon grief or rage and to show sorrow or
joy by changing its dance.

Undoubtedly, the ancients

lacked the art to reach the heart, and, therefore,
they needed the long prologues and the chorus to
reflect what the audience should
K.

p. 543, November.
"Shakespeare.

L.

p.

~eel

and think.

IIBooles. 1I

An epistle to Hr. Garrick.

Davis. II

586, December.

IIProlor;ue to. the Tempest; acted
Hinchingbroke, near Huntington, Dec. 16, 1760.
Spoken £::i Lord Palmerston. 1I

II

The critics who claim that the theatre ruins
young people should be reminded that their forefathers
used the theatre for amusement.
source of instruction.

The theatre was a

The play now to be presented

will be one that will be the source of a IIpleasing
influence. II
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llEpilogue Go the 'I'el1lnesQ sDoken hY Hiss Courtney,
Niece to Lord Sandwich. In the Character of Ariel."
Tne young ladies should be moved by this play to
have a spotless innocence and a gentle mind.

The

young gentlemen should follow Ferdinand's example of
constancy in love.
M.

p. 591, December.

"Historical Chronical, Dec., 1760."

King George III attended a performance of Henry!
at Covent Garden on Tuesday, December 2.

I.HciVEOO I'Ia:nr
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1731 - 1740

Ten-Year Tally

Honths
Jan. 13
Feb.

6

l1ar. 14

Apr. 2

July

5

Oct.

2

May

Aug.

4

Nov.

5

Sept. 3

Dec.

2

7

June 8

Magazines

No. of references
to-.s-hakespeare

Applebee's Journal

1

Auditor, The

2

Common Sense

2

Craftsman, The

6

Daily Gazetter

1

Daily Journal

1

Pre e Bri ton, The

1

Fog I S Journal

6

Gentleman's Magazine

16

Grubstreet Journal

4

London Journal

1

Newcastle Courant

1

Old Common Sense

1

Prompter, The

7

Read's Journal

1

Universal Spectator

15
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Magazines

No.
to

££

Weekly Miscellany

2

\veekly Oracle

1

\'leekly Register

2

= 19
REFERENCES = 71

TOTAL MAGAZINES
TOTAL

references

S:~.LakeSDeare
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Ten-Year Tally

1741 - 1750

Honths
Jan.

10

Feb.

9

Mar.

5

12

July

6

Oct.

10

Nay

7

Aug.

12

Nov.

8

June

7

Sept.

5

Dec.

11

Apr.

No. of references
to Shakespeare

Magazines

Champion

3

COIl1."11on Sense

3

Craftsman, The

10

Gentleman's Magazine

72

Jacobite

Journal~

The

1

London Evening Post

1

London Review

1

Old England Journal
Universal Spectator

4
5

Westminster Journal

2

TOTAL MAGAZINES

= 10

TOTAL REFERENCES = 102
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Ten-Year Tally

1751 - 1760

Months
Jan.

15

Apr.

12

July

6

Oct.

12

Feb.

12

Hay

12

Aug.

6

Nov.

11

Mar.

17

June

11

Sept.

6

Dec.

20

No. of references
to Shakespeare

Magazines

Adventurer

2

Covent Garden Journal

1

Daily Gazetteer

1

General Evening Post

1

Gentleman's l1agazine

129

Gray r s Inn Journal

1

London Evening Post

1

Honitor, The

1

Test

1

ivorld

3

= 10
REFERENCES = 141

TOTAL HAGAZINES
TOTAL
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Songs • • • 40h, 44c, 57a, 150d, 1550, 159g.
Sonnets • • • 41b.
Sources
AlIOs Well That

~ ~

Comedy of Errors, The

• • • 128j,
• 128j.

Cymbe11ne • • • 128 J.
Falstaff • • • 1140.
Hamlet • • • 71a, 1050, 128j.
King Lear • • • l11i, 137d.
Macbeth, •• 128j.
Measure f2L Measure
Herchant

2f

• 128j.

Venice, The • • • 139h, 1411.

Much Ado About Nothing • • • 137d, 1401.
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Othello • • • 128j.
Romeo

~

Juliet . • • 128j, 129k.

Troilus and Cressida • • • 137d.
Twelfth Night • • • 128j.
T~o

Gentlemen

Wlnter's

£!

~,

Verona,

Ih£ . . . 137d.

The • • • 128j.

S?arks as actor • • • 142n.
Statues (Busts) of Shakespeare • • • 171, 43b, 44d, 49f,
55f, 57d, 166e, 1691, 169j.
Stevens as actor • • • 22g.
Subject, choice of • • • 13g.

Taming of

~

Shrew,

.~

• • • 730, 80d, 158d, 158e.

Taste, loss of good • • • 12a, 12c, 15b, 21c, 34d, 37a, 37b.
Tate • • • 151 f.
Tempest~.,~

• • • 44d, 71a, 84c, 85d, 87f, 88i, 158e, 159g,

167f, 1741.
~

• • • 162d.

Theatres

SEE

Covent Garden Theatre; Drury Lane Theatre;

Goodman's Fleld Theatre.
Theobald edition • • • 21b, 670.

Criticism of • • • 22d.

Remarks on • • • 125e, 153j, 167f.
Timon 2f. Athens • • • 27b.
Trol1us and Cresslda • • • 52k.

SEE ALSO Sources.
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~~elfth

Night • • • 7951., 81g, 88i, 9751., 10751., 123c, 136a,

137c, 149b.

Un1ve~s~1

SEE ALSO Sources.

SEectator • • • 12b, 12c, 15c, 16d, 16f, 17h, 17j,

21c, 24d, 34d, 34e, 351, 3751., 37b, 41b, 43a, 44c, 45e,
46b, 48d.
Upton edit10n • • • 63b, 67c.

Vincent, Mrs., as actress • • • 142n.

Warburton (and Pope) edition • • • 68d.
102i, 1140.

Criticism of . • •

Remarks on • • • 88h, 88i, 89k, 125e,

143p, 149a, 151f.

Supplement • • • 74f.

Warton, T. • •• 139h, 1411.
Weaknesses of Shakespeare • • • 16e, 17j, 131n.
Week~l

Miscellany • • • 30b, 30c.

Heekly Oracle • • • 25f.
Weekly Register • • • 1251., 12d.
l~!es tminster
~halley

Journal • • • 63d, 91p.

• • • 71a, 73b, 73c.

Wilks as actor • • • 1951..
Winter's

~, ~

• • • 157c, 158d.

SEE ALSO Sources •.

Woffington, Mrs., as actress • • • 89m, 91q, 104n, 144q.
WOillen of Shakespeare's plays • • • 77k.
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woodward • • • 146t.
~Jarld, The • • • 123b,

As actor • • • 142n, 144q.

146s, 16ok.

Yates as actor • • • 90n.

